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1.0 INTRODUCTION
 

I.A Purpose of the Evaluation
 

This evaluation of the Agency for International Development/Min
istry of Health and Social Welfare Primary Health Care Project
 
(No.669-0165) is the first external assessment of the project
 

following the March 1986 mid-term evaluation. As a result of the
 
mid-term evaluation a series of modifications in the project
 

design and implementation strategy were introduced in order to
 

more sharply focus on village level outputs,
 

The purpose of this evaluation is to conduct an in-depth
 
assessment of the village health worker program and county-level
 
management support systems in the two project counties (Grand
 
Gedeh and Sinoe). The specific areas of focus for the evaluation
 
are:
 

Village Development Committees
 

Village Health Worker Training and Effectiveness
 

- The Revolving Drug Fund 

- Supervision 

- The Referral System 

- Decentralization 

- Financial Viability of the VHW Program 

- General (attainability of project goals and priority 
activities) 

1.B Evaluation Methodology
 

The evaluation was conducted by a multidisciplinary team of three
 
consultants with extensive experience in primary health care
 
design, implementation and evaluation (including financial
 
analysis, alternative methods of health care financing, health
 
management and administration, community health work, health
 
worker training and performance evaluation and community part

icipation in health programs). The evaluation scope of work was
 

divided up among the consultants, but the final product is the
 
result of their cumulative efforts. The findings and recom
mendations reflect the consensus of the entire team.
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The evaluation was guided. by a set of specific questions devel
oped by USAID/Liberia which were included in the evaluation scope
 
of work (see Annex 6.B). The evaluation is based in part on a
 
review of project documentation maintained by USAID, the SER PHC
 

ect -pooffices in Monrovia, Zwedru and Greenville (the latter
 
sites being coiunty headquarters for Grand Gedeh and Sinoe), the 
opera-tive divisions and working groups Of the central level 
Ministry of Health, county health services and MEDEX. The team 
reviewed project files, documents, the PP and SPP, implementation 
letters, periodic activity and supervision reports, financial 
records and reports, SER PHC operations manfllals, cOnsItant's 
reports and other background documents (including the mid-term 
evaluation, Liberian Demographic and Health Survey etc.). 

A second major source of information was lengthy inte-views with 
the central and county SER PHC Project staff; AID staff (includ
ing Human Resources Division Staff); technical advisors
 
(including employees of MEDEX, Peace Corps Volunteers attached to
 
the County Health Service in Sinoe, and the CCCD advisor); and
 
Ministry of Health personnel involved directly and indirectly in
 
project activities (including staff of the National Drug
 
Service).
 

The team visited the two project counties and made an extensive
 
series of site visits to health centers (4), health posts (5) and
 
VHW communities (10). To gather comparable data a standard survey
 
instrument was developed and used in eliciting data from the
 
villages and health facilities visited (see Annex, 6.D). A list of
 
persons interviewed is included as Annex 6.A.
 

A complete draft of the evaluation report was submitted to the
 
SER FHC E.ecutive Committee. The draft was reviewed and discussed
 
in a meeting of the Executive Committee and Evaluation Team with
 
commenits being submitted to the Team.
 

The focus of the evaluation, determined by USAID, is project 
implementation. Since the major focus of village activities have 
been underway for such a brief period, the evaluatioin i2 prim
arilv one of process, not impact. This report focus on the seven 
pro ject assessment areas: village development committees, village 
health worker training and effectiveness, the revolving dr-iq 
fuids, supervision, decentralization and financial viability oF 
thu YHW program. Finally, the teati suggests priority areas for 
acticn (the eighth assessment area) and specific re.ccmmendations 
for strengthening SER PHC Project and consolidating its aclhieve
mentE. 
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2.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
 

The purpose of the evaluation (USAID/MHSW Primary Health Care 

Project No. 669-0165) was to conduct an assessment of the village 

health worker program and cocunty-level management support systems 

in the two project coLtnt ies (Grand Gedeh and Sinoe) . The 

is based on a review of project documentation
evaluation 


maintained by USAID., the SER FHC project. MHSW and Medex. A 

source of data was a series of in-depth interviewsseconj majoF 
iti IER PHC, UAID, MSHW and count'/ health wervi me staff, 

tchni al advisers (including MEDEX person:el), Village. Health 

or. Vi 19 .iqe Developmer't (c mm:.tkte m mbers and persons in the 

. o c: c ml itiffleLll A, s,tandard s.rvy,' i :tument was empolo,ed to.es 


a ,er-cc mparative da ta from 1h 111Sane an d health F.1ciJities 

v siin, ince th . iajcr foc,_m: of /i13 l O.at ,'tie2 have been 

u.ndirq,,' for br tef per io,d, h:Who 'Ai'. "or ti pI 1 m:r On O f 

,on2su, no-t impact. 

Vi. - '..D.e.: 'l_-p t- .. o..._.. _te,.a- -- VD re c t-, 1 i shed and... s 

fn t :nie in 62 communites. work in wi th KsTneir JHJ in 

c,-hv' iin healkh prcmotion and hZalth e:duzotion ec.vire- to their 

o . the a , ,ch have rec, Vd dr'ucy-,co'mn_-i in 352 ,cmmuni wh the 
y.a ,ODear to be invclved in the n-nagmc ' n the' r-ve v in 

i. f'.nd (RDF"; h ,'vver, che Level .F i ,c1 'e,'n , i mi ted 

Fii,- .raioig r aid suppr rt cf thc, V C w. iI be neec:ed 

p a- i .lari y in regards tc n:-1 toi ,-. and mair!ain inq the 

ri cL-=av",' rucord-keeping for the KDF,
 

1]ne Heal th Worke_ rs - The VHWs are capable cf providing the 

•yp:e5 of treatment for which they have beEn trained. However 

Wei- knowledge and skills need to be reilnfo!ced in the areas of 

personnel preventive services and communicable disease control. 

The 'VHWs have been emperiencing difficulti e i..s completing the 

vario,..us VHW reporting forms and need further support in this 

arTa, The deve1opment of the FTDA compcnernt of the VHT has not 

M:ucn adequately addressed.
 

Tht.qh only 11.4 of the 204 targeted c:,mmunit.es wi l].be mobilized 

and fun:tion1ng by Auq..i'st 1938 it appears that the 90 coverage 

tar'e will be achieved as the health centers and health posts 

sere as primary care units for a greater populat:on thrni was 

cr 1 g 1i all thought. Though it is too e- :, 1y to me asur e the 

eff1cbiveness of the VHWs. they appear to Le e',panding overall 

http:c:,mmunit.es


systems coverage by treating a large proportion of the persons
 
who had not previously been treated by the MHSW system.
 

Reol vi ,Druq_ Funds - Most of the 53 established RDFs appear to 
be functioning. However, insufficient information on the 
performance of the RDFs is reaching the CHS and there is no 
sat isfactory moni toring cf resul ts. There needs to be 
strengthening at the VDC and HC/HP levels in the areas of 
purchasing, sales records, inventory management and reporting. 
Pol ic:ls ard procedures for the RDFs are not completely 
estahlished, as the system is still bein developed and 
impl menlhed. The ahility of the FAs and key CHS staff to provide 
Adn-,ate s,_perv-ion and suppor t needs to be ,nhanced. 

, ,v. si. on - Ihere is a wide var iat: i ir the n..mber of 
Su-- I 5cr y i-o1 carr i ed o u t by the PAs , thug'h the average 
exceeds the one visit per month suggested in the PP. However, 
more impcrtant than the numbe- and frequency of supervisory 
vi i . is their focus and content which have not be.:en formalized 
The P's are flakir:. effective use of the motorcycles purchased 
under the motorcyc le plan though there is concern as t,. the 
plan' long term financ ial viab i i ty, the Future ability to 
provide mi lage reimbursement for supervision and provide spare 
parts. The technical and admini trative skills of the supervisor'5 
re d tV be rei nforced and their numbers i ncreasecd in each Cf the 

RcfZier-__1.ystem - There has been an, increase in the number of 
trained and functioning MLHWs within the two counties since the 
beginning of the project (from 19 to 48). However, the roles of 
MLHWs need to be defined with a view towards more fully 
integrating them into the FHC activities. Similarly there is a 
need to define and implement administrative and technical ncrms 
for different:ating levels of caire (hospitals, health centers and
 
health posts).
 

The effectiveness of the referral system at the VHW level can nc:t
 
be a essed as the health information system does not capture
 
data -n VHW-initiated referrals. The ability to assess increases
 
in immunization coverage and _,sCanCo of ORS is similarly limited!
 
due to the absence of baseline data.
 

Decegtrali'ization - The GOL has taken a number of significant
 
steps in support of decent-alization included amonq which are 
al Io -win the counties tc retain local ly gonerated funds and 
crea inq count level administrative posts,,_ with the commi tment to 

use t h,,:c, t
fund mfl pcts i 'ns 'hroucjh tie MHSW . These cj ns have 
beea-n pcrtiall/ o'cffzt by the contin.ation if personnel p..::ctice

mi author i the scrvi cce. 
MHEW.I"E been somewhat reni i. r-ic , ,un it .h 
w.hist ,cder the o:,.':,f coLnt;, hua] LU FhT: 

n en, the c the 
su p-- r n, g idance ., - , ' ci cicha ce their 

tI 



responsibilities in a decentralized system (e.g. assistance in
 
areas such as planning and budgeting, evaluation etc.).
 

Turning to the county drug supply and distribution system, it
 
should be noted that the county level drug supply is presently
 
part of the hospital RDF. For reasons of accountability, a county
 
drug depot should be implemented with a mark-up imposed on all
 
sales to cover all direct and indirect costs of its operations.
 
The central and county level distribution systems appear to be
 
functioning with minimum difficulties, however with the RDFs
 
becoming more active, alterations in the drug distribution system
 
may be required.
 

The financial management system is still being developed,
 
consequently there is little in the way of financial management
 
in the counties. The other management support systems are in
 
varying stages of implementation. Operations manuals are being
 
prepared for all systems with those for Transportation, Personnel
 
and Communications having been approved by the MHSW. Successful
 
institutionalization will require that persons filling critical
 
positions enhance their understanding of the full scope of the
 
system and the responsibilities of the positions which they fill.
 
Personnel will have to further develop their capacity to provide
 
adequate supervision and skills reinforcement in 
managerial/administrative areas. Finally, sources of revenue to 
replace USAID funding need to be identified. 

Financial Viability - At the present time it is unlikely that
 
the MHSW will be able to bear the capital costs of replicating"
 
this project due to the economic situation of the country. It is
 
also unlikely that tne GOL will be able to fund any substantial
 
increase in recurrent expenditure; at best the GOL should be able
 
to continue to fund the salaries of existing county staff, take
 
on the salaries of a limited number of new staff and contribute a
 
small amcunt to vehicle operations and supplies costs. However,
 
county revenues are being generated by fee-for-service and drug
 
sales which may cover a significant portion of PHC cost'. The
 
financial viability of the present and future VHW programs is
 
closely linked to the ability of the NDS to provide a regular and
 
adequate supply of drugs and medical supplies at low prices.
 

Recommendations
 
SER PHC activities should be eytended through August 1989 to
 
allow the VHT program and its manacement and support systems to
 
be institutionalized
 

The mobilization of additional VDCs should be postponed for a
 
minimum of three months [till at least March 1988] to allow the
 
SER PHC to focus its resources on further training and
 
supervision of those VDCs which have already been established
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Efforts should be directed at strengthening the VHWs knowledge
 

and skills in the areas of information reporting shills, personal
 

preventive services and communicable disease control through (1)
 

enhancing the VHW training curricula, (2) improving the content
 

and frequency of supervisory visits and (3) establishing a
 

prngram to provide two weeks of annual re-training for VHWs.
 

Improve the stock management system [planning/budgeting,
 

purchasing, inventory cortrol, financial monitoring] at the
 

county, facility and VHW levels.
 

Efforts should be undertaken to enhance the PAs ability to
 
support the VHW and VDC in terms of their EVHW, VDC] functions
 
and responsibilities - particularly monitoring of the RDFs

through (1) enhancing the PAs in-service training workshops and
 

training curricula, and (2) improving the content and frequency
 

of supervision which the PAs receive.
 

Define arid implement a set of administrative and technical norms
 

[standards] which differentiate hospitals, health centers and
 
health posts.
 

A long term management consultant should be hired to provide
 
ongoing technical assistance to personnel in both counties, and
 
support to members of the Management Implemenitation Team. The
 
management LTA should be located in one of the two counties
 
spending the majority of his/her time in the two counties.
 

The finance and budgeting system must be redesigned to provide
 

financial data [e.g. budgets and income forecasts etc.] that can
 
be used as a management tool for planning and monitoring of
 
performance: county level management must be trained to be able
 

to use this data in discharging their planning/control and
 
monitoring functions.
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3.0 Findings
 

A. Village Development Committees
 

Village Development Committees are established and functioning in
 
sixty-two communities (39 in Grand Gedeh and 23 in Sinoe). Each
 
of the communities has chosen and sent a VHW for training,
 
collected seed money for establishing a revolving drug fund and
 
53 of them are providing drugs through the VHW. The VDCs working
 
with their VHW are actively engaged in health promotion and
 
health education activities within their communities. The VDCs
 
generally tend to be generally pleased with the performance of
 
the VHW. VDC criticism directed at the VHW and suggestions for
 
'strengthening VHW pe 
 the 

the VHW to provide more complex treatments or supply a wider,
 
more sophist-cated level of crugs. These criticisms confir-m the
 
belief that the VDCs lack a clear understanding of the proper
 
role of the VHW. Similarly, the VDCs do not fully understand
 
their specific roles or functions, particularly as they relate to
 
administrative functions.
 

formance revolve around inability of
 

The VDCs appear to be involved in the management of the RDFs but
 
the level of involvement is not sufficient and further training
 
and support will be needed. Whilst it is not vital that VDC
 
members maintain all the records for the RDF it 
is essential that
 
they understand and verify them.
 

The presently functioning VDCs must be strengthened in terms of
 
their knowledge and understanding of the specific role and
 
functions of VDC members and the VHW; 
 and the relationship
 
between the VHW, the VDC and the larger community. Particular
 
consideration should be given 
 to monitoring and maintaining the
 
necessary record-keeping system for the RDF.
 

B. Villaqe Health 'ream
 

It is thought that only 114 of the target number of 204 VHT
 
communities will be mobilized and functioning by August 1988.
 
When the communities were surveyed and selection criteria, such
 
as a minimum number of houses, were applied it was found that
 
only about 135 communities could support VHTs. It is expected
 
that 21 of these will not establish VHTs. Despite the reduced
 
number of VDTs it appears that the coverage target of 80 will
 
probably met since the HCs and HPs apparently serve as primary
 
care units for a greater population than was originally thought.
 

Fifty-three of the sixty-two VHWs had received their drugs by the
 
end of October 1987 and are performing both curative and preven
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tive functions. VHWs are capable of providing treatment within
 
the scope of their training. VHWs can correctly prepare the
 
sugar, salt solutions for the treatment of dehydration though
 
they are uncertain about the proper dosage for children. Although
 
they can effectively mobilize their communities for vaccination
 
programns, many neither know the childhood diseases that are
 
preventable by vaccination nor the appropriate scheoules for
 
vaccination. The VHWs have been experiencing difficulties in
 
completing the various VHW reporting forms. The TBA component of
 
the VHT has not been actively developed.
 

The VHWs knowledge and skills need to be reinforced in the areas
 
of information reporting, personal preventive services and
 
communicable disease control. The development of the TBA com
ponent of the VHT needs to be addressed.
 

C. Revolving Drug_Fund
 

Most of the 53 RDFs established in communities appear to be
 
operational although the lack of performance information on some
 
of them gives cause for concern. In the majority of the
 
communities visited, people were generally very enthusiastic
 
about the RDFs and both sales and profit figures were good.
 
However, insufficient information on the performance of RDFs is
 
reaching the CHS and there is no satisfactory monitoring of
 
results. There needs to be strengthening at community and HC/HP
 
levels in the areas of purchasing, sales records, inventory
 
management and reporting. Improvements need to be made at CHS
 
level in gathering, analysing and using performance data. In
 
addition the ability of the PAs and key CHE staff to provide
 
supervision and support in these areas needs strengthening.
 

Policies and procedures are not comnitely established and
 
systems are still being developed and implemented. It is
 
important that this wo k be completed before new RDFs are set up.
 

D. Supervision
 

Supervision at the county level is provided by the Clinic
 
Supervisor who is directly responsible to the County Public
 
Health Physician. The CS exercises direct supervision over all
 
health center and health post PAs within the county. The CS also
 
provides administritive supervision to the CMs; technical
 
supervision is provided by thn county MCH supervisor. The health
 
center or health post PAs supervise the VHWs in their catchment
 
areas. There is a wide variation in the number of supervisory
 
visits carried out by PAs; the average exceeds the one per month
 
suggested in the project paper. Neverthel-ss there are some PAs
 
who have not been providing supervision to all the communities
 
for which they are responsible. Arquably more important than the
 
number and frequency of the supervisory visits is the focus and
 
content of te visits; neither of these areas has been
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formalized. The PAs are making effective use of the motorcycles
 

purchased under the motorcycle purchase plan. However, there is
 

some concern regarding the lono term viability of the purchase
 

plan, the ability to continue milage reimbursement for official
 

travel and the ability to obtain spare parts once the project
 

ends.
 

District PA supervisors need to be established in each project
 

county. The PAs ability to support the VHW and VDC in terms of
 

their functions and responsibilities, particularly with regard to
 

monitoring of RDFs, needs to be enhanced. Moreover, tile technical
 

and administrative content of the supervisory visit must be
 

formalized for each level of supervision.
 

E. Referral System
 

There has been an increase in the number of trained and function

ing middle-level health workers (MLHWs) within the two counties
 

since the beginning of the project (from 19 in 1985 to 48 at the
 

time of the evaluation). The effectiveness of the referral system
 

at the VHW level can not be assessed as the health information
 
system does not capture data on VHW-initiated referrals to either
 

the HP or HC. In terms of measuring the effect of the VHWs
 

curative activities on the number of patients seen at HPs or HCs,
 

it is too early to ma1e any determination. However, a large
 

pr-oportion of the persons seen by the VHW appear to be "new
 

patients,' persons who would not normally be seen at the facil

ities - they may have not previously sought medical attention or
 

have used traditional healers. The absence of baseline data does
 
not permit an assessment of changes in immunization coverage or
 

increases in the use of ORS since the beginning of the project.
 
The Westinqhouse (1986) and EPI/CCCD (1987) surveys can serve as 

baseline data for future assessmmt s if comparable data is 

collected at a later date. 

To achieve effective use of the referral system it wjill be 

necessary to define and implement administrative and technical 

ncorms for differentiating levels of care (hospitals, health 

centers and health posts). The roles of MLHWs must be defined 

with a view towards integrating them into PHC activities. 

Finally, it will be necessary to incorporate into the HIS a 

mechanism for capturing referral from the VHWs to facilities as 

well as return referrals from the facilities to the VHWs. 

F. Decentralization
 

The GOL has taken a number of positive steps in the area of
 

facilitating "local decision-making under central guidelines,"
 
the most noteworthy being: allowing counties to retain locally
 

generated revenues, the creation of county level administrative
 

posts (CHO, CHSA, CFO, CPO, CLO etc.) and the hiring of mid-level
 
health workers with the commitment to assume the responsibility
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for funding these positions. These positive actions have been
 

in the areas of
 
offset by the continuation of personnel practices 


hiring, discipline and supervision which undermine CHS authority.
 

remiss in providing necessary support
The Ministry is somewhat 

relating to program
the counties in areas
and guidance to 


planning and budgeting, evaluation services, 
setting of standards
 

the provision of technical
 
and norms (see Referral System) and 


assistance.
 

supply and distribution system

Turning to the county drug it
 

level drug supplies are presently
that county
should be noted 

been convenient for
 

part of the hospital RDF. Whilst this has 


it is not suitable for reasons of
 
starting operations 


level
continue intermingling county and hospital
accountablity to 

Thus the plan to set uo County Drug Depots should
 

drug supplies. 

charge a mark-up on all
 

be implemented. The County Depot should 


sales to cover direct and indirect operating costs. Supplies have
 

not always been available due to shortages at the NDS and
 

Monrovia and the counties. 

transport difficulties between 

The
 

appears to be functioning

distribution system within the counties 


transport difficulties.
and the main problem seems to have been 

and as sales
has only recently started
However, the VHW program 


be macie in the
 
and outlets increase changes will need to 


It is important that sufficient levels of
 
distribulion system. 


avoid shortages when transport becomes
 
stocks are held to 


difficult.
 

being

With regard to financial management the system is still 


the counties.
there is presently little in place in

developed and 


a manner
 
Receipts and expenditure data is Droduced but not in 


that can be used for management purposes. The Hospital, CHD and
 

are not used as indivdual cost centres
 
Administration Departments 


and fund statements are not prepared for CHS
 
and separate trading 


all drawn up in the
 
RDFs. Income forecasts and budgets are not 


are not used for
 
same format as financial statements and 


controlling expenditure. Operational policies 
and procedures have
 

the use of fee-for-service revenues at both
 
not been drawn up for 


CHS and HC/HP levels.
 

are in varying stages of
 
The other management support system 


are being prepared for all
 
implementation. Operations manuals 


and Communicathose for Transportation, Personnel
systems with 

in terms of institution

tions having been approved by the MHSW. 

persons fulfilling critical pos

alizing the systems, not all 

scope of
 an understanding of the full 


itions necessarily possess 


the system and the responsibilities of the positions which they
 

to carry out
are adequately trained
fulfill. Nevertheless people 

they are presently fulfilling. The SER
 the systems' tasks which 


PHC does not appear to have developed among its personnel the
 

adequate supervision and skills reincapability -f providing 

Finally, there is
 

forcement in managerial/administrative areas. 
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the question of financial viability once MEDEX/USAID funding is
 

no longer available.
 

There is an insufficient level of coordination among staff and
 

personnel in the two project counties and central level SER PHC
 

and MHSW. Management capacity needs to be strengthened among
 

and the MIT (envisaged to bc the
personnel in both counties 


central level source of management TA and training) in areas such
 

as planning and evaluation, the use of data for decision-making,
 

drug and medical supplies, general supplies, communications and
 

personnel. Finally, policies must be established and implemented
 

for determining how locally generated revenues will be used to
 

cover direct and indirect costs of the CHS.
 

G. Financial Viability..of the VHW Program
 

At present time it is unlikely that the MHSW will be able to bear
 

the capital costs of replicating this project due to the economic
 

situation of the country. It is also unlikely that GOL will be
 

able to fund any substantial in7crease in recurrent expenditure.
 

At best the GOL should be able to continue to fund the salaries
 

of e>isting county level staff, take on the salaries of a limited
 

number of new staff and contribute a small amount to vehicle
 

operation and supplies costs. For the foreseeable future
 
funded from revenues
additional recurrent costs would have to be 


raised at the county level. The program has not been running long
 

enough to provide any clear indication of the level of revenues
 

that can be raised. However, results of the last 15 months in the
 

two project counties indicate that annual revenues of between
 

$20,000 and $25,000 have been raised in each county. This could
 

cover direct recurrent costs of a VHW program but would leave
 

little else for improving services at MHSW facility levels,
 

supporting TBAs or administration. With increased sales from the
 

new VHW operations, revenues should increase in the future but it
 

there is insufficient data to forecast what levels they can
 

reach.
 

The financial viability of the VHW program is closely linked with
 

the ability of the NDS to provide a regular and adequate supply
 

of drugs and medical supplies at low prices. It is therefore
 

vital that all parties involved in the program give maximum
 

support to finding a solution to the problem of obtaining foreign
 

exchange with which to import drugs.
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4.0 SER PHC PROJECT
 

A. VILLAGE DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEES
 

1. 	 Of the villace development committees (VDC) which were
 
established, how many are actually functionina?
 

Thirt-y-nine VDCs have been established in Grand Gedeh and twenty
three in Sinoe, that is they have chosen a VHW, sent the in
dividual for training, and have collected the required seed money
 
($100) to establish the revolving drug fund (RDF). Of the sixty
two VDCs, none have ceased operations. Based on visits to 10 VDC
 
c:o'mnmunities, it appears that the VDCs have been meeting on a
 
regular basis, at least once a month, with most members in
 
attendance. Interviews with VDC members sugges,;s that they are
 
working with the VHW and are actively engaged in health promotion
 
activities: proper use and protection of water sou'rces, proper
 
community sanitary practices, prevention and treatment of
 
diarrhea. The YDCs are less active in performing "administrativ'
tasks": the monitorinp of VHW activities, managing the RDF and
 
'formallyinteracting with tre larger comnunity.
 

In a iumber of instances, the VDC members did ot have a clear 
un.derstanding of either their sie-ific roles or funict ions, 
particularly as they related to performance of "administrative 
tass." This is not meant to imply tlhat all VDCs aro in t-hio 
situatior, perhaps only a minority among the sixty-two VDCs find 
themselves in these circumstances, There are a number of factors 
which may explain the level of YDC develcopment observed by the 
Evaluation Team: VDC members not being able to attend VDC 
workshops and training sessions, changes in VDC membership, 
normal variations in level of skill and ability cf VDC members, 
reduced accessibility to VDC communities due to poor road 
conditions which limited PA support activities etc. 

Having said this, what is important is that sufficient levels of
 
PA support be provided to assure that all VDCs can continue to
 
function. That is, VDC members must be aware of their specific
 
responsibilities and capable of carrying them out.
 

2. 	 Are the VDCs representative of their c.cmmunities.?
 

The Project Papaer (PP) provides general guidelines for azsessin, 
whether VDCs are representative of their communities. The PF 

notes that VDC membership should include "young as well as old, 
women as well as men, representative of local church groups, 
teachers, students letc. J ." County level records are not. 
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available which specify the ,ha-acteristics of the LsDc. member

ship along the lines noted in the FP. Nverthe l s, the ceneral 

procass by which the VDC member-cip was selected. does sugqest 

r.at the VDC_ are representative of the cMlMi tLI. 

The VDC membership was selec: ted rnr.,gh a "community meeting 

p'ocss. The specific manner in which memberohi p was cosen 

var-i. acr0,oss commulni ties. Howver.2Y , Aimo rq the VDC CC.[mmL,.In tI us 

visited by the Evaluatior Team a number ,1 dis.tinct selection 

patterns emewred. At one enc of tho spect-,m. membership was 

SeIcted by a cenral .,ote oF the assembled community residents. 

At the opert:s.e ." reme, whicn was the a e in at l.._c-st one 

commurni ,y, the c l rhief pe,- ,nall V s1c Lte de..the individlai ls 

drawn from ea-h "qLLart-" ,, who I - cocnnt ituted trio rcm i ttep.w'sc 

Howev Y" n: -c'n - __d.e-atii nvo' hethe cmon ct e1 ci Ivod 

participation of the quarter elder- who selected ndiviuukalS to 

reprecent their quarter on the VDC, in such instances the elders 

also determined? the r Sicers. It should be emphasized that these 

later two pat terns orf selection m-ore ciosel' c:nf:rm to tradi

tional practices OF the comilmuni ties. Arquab I., fol lowinq 

traditional patterns creates a Qreater level of t-ust among the 

community and a greate willingness on the part of VDC members i'o 

accept the responsib 1 ties of member:hip. It may further be 

argued that at least during the initial development phase, 

ac:ept3nca by the commLnity may be more important than "represen

tativeness". 

Despite the Wiffeiences in the selection proccess, similar 

critieria seemed to govern the choice of individuals, i.e. the 

irdi vidual have some involvement in communi ty activi ties, be 

pei-ceived as responsible, i-espected and be willinq to carry out 

the functions and responsibilities of the VDC. These criteria 
,
reflect the cri.er-r. established by the SER PHC particularly in 

Siioe, and the gener i statement noted ir-nthe FF. Women, a group 

wri.:h the SER 'HC madc a special effort to have included on the 

YDCs, were -epresent on sin oF t e ten VDCs. Though it was quite 

eviden th.vt ti-i wcmen p1 aye, a topn role in some of the 

committee on o thers they acrtiely participated in the 'J)C 
R i 1fillng the roles cf treasurom and secretai-y. 

3. nrc-. the &.___L j-n'.1_3ved__in._h maiaqum_.i n the;,7_f-t _____b ,-.rc,hv
ir. dmi.n.e fr i s(DV h 

Pl . the RDFs at Health L-'?ntr (H ), Health Fcst (HP) and VHW 
t 

community level have been caci taL i.:ed entirely from communi y 

'Communities are divided into "quarters" which a-e comprised 

of historica ily relatemad qrou.m- ,F:, n vpel,1'. who 5hare a commc:n 
aescent from a male ancestor. 
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donations. All VDCs and Health Advisory Councils (HACs) are
 

sales and stocks,
supposed to receive and hold RDF cash, monitor 

authorise purchases and make out monthly reports. 

In the 10 VHW communities visited it was found that the VDCsO 

were involved in the management of the RDFs to some degree. In 

most cases the VDCs received and held the cash from sales (in one 

-case-however the VHW held the cash). Since the RDFs had been 
operating at community level for less than 5 weeks there had as 
yet been no follow-up purchases of drugs in the communities 
visited. Involvement of VDC members in the running of the RDFs 

was generally limited to those representing the VDC on the RDF
 

Sub-Committee - the VDC Chairman and Treasurer (the VHW is the
 

third member of this Sub-Committee). In some of the communities
 

the VDCs did not appear to fully understand the extent to which
 
-the RDF and did not underthey should be involved in managing 

stand the system, for example how to take inventory or how to 

order drugs. Apparently the PAs, who have been responsible for 

training the VDCs, have not all fully understood the system or
 

devoted enough time to explaining it to the VDC members. In order
 

to be able to help the VDCs, PAs will need further training plus
 

support and supervision from the CS.
 

Of the 9 Health Centre/ Health Post communities visited it was
 
involved in the management
found that in 8 of them the HACs were 


of the RDFs to some degree. In the other one there was a dispute
 
and reallybetween the PA and the HAC the fund was not 

operational. In most of the 8 which were operational the HAC 

members on the RDF Sub-Committees were receiving and holding 

cash, checking stocks, authorising purchases and checking Monthly 

Reports. However in a few cases not all aspects of the HACs work 

were being carried out. For example, in one community in Sinoe 
the PA was holding the RDF Pass Book (the book used to register 

transactions on the Community' s account at CHS). In another 
the VDC was not checking stocks and did not countersignccommunity 

or apparently understand the RDF Monthly Report form (used to 
show the financial state of tie RDF). The CS should monitor 
purchase orders and monthly reports for signatures of the HACs 

and should use the in-service training and supervision of the PAs 
to reinforce the importance cf HAC involvement. 

12In both counties the crommi ttee responsible for health 
affair-s, including management of the RDF, in HC/HP communities is 
called the Health Advisory Council. 

I For the purposes of this evaluation the Yillaqe 
Development 
responsible 
communities. 

Committee is regarded as being 
for health affairs and management of 

In Grand Gedeh the actual name 

the committee 
the RDF in VHW 
given to these 

committees is th-e Community Health Council. 
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4. 	 Are the VDCs able to maintain the cord-eep_ nL'_stern
 
for the RDF?
 

In the VHW communities visited, the VDCs are not maintaining the 
record-keeping system for the RDF. At this stage the VDCs are 
011ly making out receipts for cash handed over to them by the 
VHWs. At the time of the evaluItion visit records were being kept
of "sales and, in some of the communities, of stock checks; 

however these are kept by the VHWs as part of their monthly 
repor-t books (used to record patient and drug information). In 
Sinoe the VHWs have also been filling out a monthly RDF summary 
report showing the monthly income from sales, payments, cash 
balance and value of inventory, in some cases with the assistance 
of th-a PAs. In some communities one or both of the VDC members on
 
the RDF Sub-Committee appear able to understand the records kept 
and have been verifying them to some degree. 

The 	 RDF summary report used in Sinoe should be introduced in 
Grand Gedeh and should be modified to show the monthly gain/loss
 
and the percentage of gain to sales income. Training will be 
required for PAs, VHWs and VDCs in the use Of these records. 
Follow-up by the CS and PAs will be required in both counties to 
ensure -that VDCs take over relevant aspects of the record keeping 
system or that at least they understand the records kept by the 
VHW and sign them after reviewing them. Where VHWs and VDCs have 
problems with the records the PAs should devote extra time to 
training them and will have to help with the record keeping until 
the VHW and the VDC can assume the responsibility. 

In the HC/HP communities visited most of the HACs generally 
appeared able to maintain the records. However as with the VHW 
coinunities most of the record keeping is 9qnnerally carried out 
by the health worker, in this case the PA. HAC members receive 
the cash every week and sign the Weekly Cash Report to indicate 
verification and receipt of cash, sign the stock records as 
hav.1nq carriad out a physical c:heck auhorise the Furchase 
Requ iition, and sian the Mc:nthly Report ffor v erifict i on. 
How-ever, the PA cieneral ly fills O.ut those forms -,-d :-ecords. In 
Cne community visited the HA' members did not' apparently 
!ncer st and the forms and did no t si r, t:he-,. I', iFs n,.,t e::c~eiti 1 
tha!v the HAC -fill out the r .cc,1-ds . -" stc.'-k. cash -ec Fi pt orE 
.ul"chaIses a5 1or as they uLrd2.-st and and ch them ; hodsever it 

,,4ou be ulieful for the- HAC 0o i I I ou t the Month1.€ F.epc t.. L 
oi ' , 	 to' demclnstr.a';e that they uinderstand h,: t w.k 

5. 	 A'ire the VDCs sat isfied th th e of theirrnc. 
villae health worker (VHW ? .) c n ..... s.fJ ,;avin. 
•h e VHWs i p.,ved.the he a I t of the-.rc.-'..1 .L i tLS. 

Among the VDC communities visi.'d. the YDCs are generally pleased 
ith- the performance of the HWir. T,.. VHWs onl) ha~d been function
-nc zince August 1987. consequently their impact on the health of 
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their communities is difficult to ascertain: VHW are supPOcsed to 
provide simple c urZative and preventive services. Nevertheless, 
VDC members have commented favorably on the active role VHWs have 
taken in promoting community h.alth practices. aimed at disease 
prevention: educating the community on the need to kEep Sources 
cf drinking water clean, building pit latrines, keeping the 
community and areas around homes free from garbage and feces. VDC 
members have also noted VHW efforts at teaching the community
about the prevention and treatment cf "runny stomach" (diarrhea). 

A number of specific complaints have been e.o.:pressed regarding VHW 
performance. These complaints tend to revolve around the VHWs 
inabi 1ity to pro-ide more c:,mplei: treatments (e.g. give injec
t-.On) or supply a wider selatlon of drugs. Rather than imdi
csting a level of discontent wi th VHW per'formance, such ccm
pIaii-tS suggest the lack of understanding of the VHWs role and
his relationship to the health post/health center - the referral 
system. More importantly, they indicate the need foi- additional 
PA suppo:-rt for the VDCs in the areas of supervision and continu
ing education. 

6. 	 What suqqestions do the VDCs have to streigthen the
 
VHWs effectiveness injrovidinaQ health care?
 

In general, members of the VDCs interviewed by the Evaluation 
Team were not able to provide suggestions for strergthening VHWJ 
performance. As noted, VHWs were trained in August 1937 and only
receive drugs during the list week of October. At this point VDCs
 
are simply reacting to the presence of drugs and medical care in
 
the community; 
 they have not had sufficient opportunity to
 
observe VHW performance and thus suggest feasible ways 
 to
 
strengthen their effectiveness. Those suggestion which have been
 
offered, are of the same nature as the complaints regarding VHW
 
performance. They tend to confirm 
 the belief that in some 
instances VDCs lack a clear understanding of the proper role of 
the VH14 and reinforce the need for additional PA support of the 
VDCs.
 

B. VILLAGE HEALTH WORKER TRAINING AND EFFECTIVENESS
 

1. 	 Of those VHWs trained how man y are actually function
injqOf thLose which ar._..a.2_ve or haye__uit what are 
the reasons qliven. 

Operations of the FHC prcgram in communities were anticipated tc. 
commence in April 1987 ; however they actual lY became fully
coeratlonal in October 1987. We were informed that 53 of tre 62 
VHW that had been trained had received drugs,. Ten :f the 53 
zconnuni ,ies with RDFs were vi s i (Pd . Al o:f the IC VHWs vs its d 
wJ~ere f'.. Tc tiion: nq xn t tfr(I7 C~f , /,' 1 n pr even i v) .d CJ,'ti VL 

rv: :z'-' Ncre the vi s quit L L) ere n . tt vc"s of v'HWs ted had 

SCI 	 I 



but the program has not been running long enough fo- this to be 
significant. 

2. Based on the VHWs records:.,.. what typ e of' cases Are 
repcrted and treated at the villae-level? How Many 

c ases of illness por i i ryh h ve the ...yWs not beenLi 
prepared to treat? 

Four of the ten VHWs interviewed had not kept records of the 
number and type of cases of illnesses which they treated,
 
although there was evidence of drug sales. All of the VHWs seen
 
showed a general weakness in their reporting skills as well as in 
their awareness of the benefits to be gained from accurate record 
keeping. Within the VHW curriCuLlum there is a need to strengthe;, 
and enhance the sections dealing with the health information 
system (HIS) and RDF management. Guidelines fo r continuing 
education (during supervision) should be developed as a means of 
targeting skills requiring re-enforcement. 

Based on the review of available records and discussions held
 

with the VHWs and community members the VHWs have been able to
 
manage cases of illnesses or injuries encountered at the level at
 
which they have completed training. The most common cases
 
treated at the village level are malaria, scabies (craw-craw) and
 
intestinal worms. Symptomatic treatment of fever and headaches
 
were also common.
 

The highest number of cases any one VHW could not treat, as
 
indicated by the records of numbers of persons referred , was
 
three. These cases, according to verbal reports, included lower
 
abdominal pains, gonorrhea and pneumonia. The VHWs were not
 
trained to treat these illnesses and it is appropriate that such
 
cases were referred.
 

Communities expressed concern that the VHWs were not permitted to 
administer injections. The role of the VHW in his community, as 
well as his permitted range of curative services, need to be 
underscored to avoid confusion and promcte better understanding 
:f t:he- mul ti-tiered treatment svstem e;Ivi sioned in the PHC 

ton the ij$q i qt u__14!- at-vpc'otl cf y i -L1s 

la -ca not a-nd riot LUi1-ILI tho VHWsis available nr be dete-"m in,'vd 
rocorJs. A review of the numbe- of contacts reported by -=ome VHWs 
Siver- the i mpr ess ion that cc mmun i ties are mak i t1 fUe of the 

Referrals are recorded in the YHW MUTn-thly Report Book. 
However this information is no incorporated into the HIS at the 
HO/1HF level. 
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services. If the project is interested in obtaining this 
information then periodic sample surveys would -need to be 
developed and used.
 

4. 	 Ascertain whether the VHW is capable of correctly
 
mixinq the sugar, salt, solution and the oral, rehydra
tion salts for the treatment of dehydration. Then,
 
verify whether mothers whose children were treated by
 
the VHW can prepare the SSS mixture.
 

All the VHWs interviewed know the correct proportions of the
 
Sugar, salt, water with orange, lemon or grapefruit for the 
Spreparation of the sugar/salt solution (SSS) for the treatment of 
dehydration. There was some confusion about the dosage of the 
solution for young children and this needs to be addressed by 
the PAs. 

The 	 effectiveness of the use of oral rehydration salts (ORS) 
packets for rehydration was known by VHWs but they were not sure 
of the measuring and mixing techniques. For practical purpose, it 
mnight be useful to promote only the use of the SSS at the village 
level for the treatment of dehydration. 

Theire are no records of children treated by VHWs 'fordehydration. 
However, the preparation and importance o-F the SSS was widely 
known in al Communi ties visi ed in Sinoe County*> The team 
observed correct demonstration of the preparation of SSS by a 
female VHC member. This awareness had been facilitated by the 
training unti through repeated face-to-face instructions and 
demonstrations in the communi ties. 

The level of awareness of SSS in Grand Gedeh County communities 
was low. This may be attributable to the poor integration of 
other health services in Grand Gedeh CC'uny as indicated by the 
level of involvement of the staff of those services in the SER 
PHC activities. In Sinoe county the team approach is practiced 
On a much larger scale than in Grand Gedeh County. The use of the 
team approach appears to have increased the efficiency and 
productivity of the SER PHC system in Sinoe. An example of this 
is the involvement of the Directress of Nurses and the MCH and 
CCCD supervisors in training, mobilization and health education 
activities; especially in the promotion of the preparation of the 
use of SSS for treatment of dehydration. 

5. 	 Does the VHW understand the vaccination schedule? 

None of the VHWs interviewed had any knowledge or understanding 
of the vaccination schedule. The evaluation team was concerned 
about the VHWs limited knowledge and understanding regarding 
childhood diseases preventable by immunization. The VHW 
curriculum emphasizes the strategy for community mobilization for 
vacC ination but there is a need to strengthen the content 
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regarding childhood diseases preventable by immunization and
 

awareness of the vaccination schedule. This is important so that
 

the VHWs can be aware of the age at which a child needs to take a
 

particular vaccination and thus instruct, advise and encourage 
village mothers to ensure that their children art fully
 
immunized.
 

All the HCs and many of the HPs reportedly have kerosene 
refrigerators. With the strengthening of the supervisory system 
through the establishment of district supervisors, those HCs with 
refrigerators could serve as fixed facilities to provide periodic 
outreach services for immunisatiin (e.a. for DPT and OPT 

vaccinations). Planning should be done by the supervisors and the 
CMs in collaboration with tlhe HP staff and (he VHTs to ensure 
pro er scheduling and effective mobilization of the communities 
as well as adherence to scheduled visits. 

6. 	 Hc,w many_ new family Planninq accepc crs have been
 
repor ted?
 

Family planning services are at present not provided by the VHW. 
Due to the short duration of the VHWs training period, they were 
not taught about family planning, personal preventive services or 
communicable disease control. However, caution should be taken 
not to overburden the VHW with too much information; it is more 
important at this time that he understands properly what he was 
taught and does it correctly. 

7. 	 What chanaes. if ny., would the VHWs "make in their 
training program? 

To implement the complex and demanding task set for him by the
 
program document, the VHW will obviously encounter constraints
 
such as pressure from the community to perform curative services
 
above his level of competence.
 

At this early stage he does not as yet feel inhibited in the
 
discharge of his functions and he sees no need for change.
 
However., if lessons can be learned from past experiences, then
 
the process for his continuous development must be viewed as a 
learning experience both for him and those responsible for the 
i;pplementation of the program to give reality to the ideal of bhe 
program's goals. The VHW must be properly guided to build Lip his 
competence in helping the community to promote health through 
action e.g. cleaning the community, digging wells for safe 
drinking water and constructing latrines. A repeated reminder of 
his role is essential to avoid the temptation to perform tasks 
above his level of training. 
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S. 	 Ts the H..-et-i.fied-wi..ith. rem ci ra i pci declbY the 
commun!i ty? 

-. to satisfied the 
p-ovjad. Wi h ths e;mcept ion of one VHW, whose community has 
promi_-encc to ,pay hi.m a menthlv stipend cf $I0, all thu YHWs reta in 
the-,;e fc- r vice as remuneration. In addi tion 'some communities 

poisedto n- s_ their VHW with his farmiem. Wlilst levels cf 
drug .ules and fees have b-een high diur ;ig ti-se first week s , in 
the long term small communities may inot be able to continue to 
provide suff'icient service fus to support their VHWs. On the 

Al 1 'HWs visi tod appeared be 	 wi.th remuneration 

othe7- hand the Fee for Service as method of recompense might 
tempt VHWs to focus on rather than preventive services. Constant 
moni toring of Mhe VHWF activit ies is necessary to achieve and 
maintai an balance between preventive and curativei7 acceptable 

acti;'ties.
 

9. 	 Doethe YHWeffectivel - coilaborate with he lYa dit
c:onal rB it tFt ndantss_ (Tzi) ii .thh_ lc._. .
 

Active village health teams IYHWs and TBAs) have not yet been
 
established. TBAs contacted diuring pre-mobilization communiity 
assessment visits are anx iousiy looking forward to their 
par-ticipticn in upcoming training courses and receiving a supply 
cf drugs after the course. In addition wu understand that plans 
hay,- been made to supply TDAs i. Sinoe who have had some initial 
retraining with drugs. However plans to supply TE:As withl drugs 
sh'uld be discouiraged as it w ll create addi tional problems For 
th VDCs who will have to monitor and manage multiple drLug funds. 
To avoid having to establish sapar-ats RDI-s for the Tii's the 
rc ,-t should create a coordi;ation mechanism for the VHTE;. som 
'.ha..p.otients of thue TBAs can have ,easy access to drugs held by 
the VHWs. 

Certified midwives at those HCY visited are niot being fulh1 v 
,niii i:nad. Their training as t-ainers ,of TB1As should e eiVe 
immediate attention to enable them to commence TBA training, 
especially in Granid Geden. Further postponement of the training 
of .ris w*ill make it more diffi.ci.lt for VHi.s and TBAs to work as 
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C. THE REVOLVING DRUG FUNDS
 

1. Of the revolvin L dru funds established in villaae.
 
anDd _heal!th.. c.enDt.rI-_an1d_.. h eal th1....pc _.ts_ .h m ... .a _y. re 

operat ionai
 

wa. YHcnnut !DFs' 

In Grand Gedeh we were infor-med that all the 39 VHWs trained had 
r-eceived drLlgs. Of these 39 RDFs established we were inrif rmod by 
the F'A that all are operabionalr . However .since they have only 
been oerating for one month there is as yet no data available 
in the way of reports. In the 6 communities visited 5 were found 
to be operational in tlhat the drugs were being sold, and cashn 
received and given to the VDCs. In the cther one the VHW was 
holding the cash because neither he nor the YDC understood that 
it should be handed over to the VDC. Although it was not possi e 
to see if the -DF-s were in surpl us the council members and VHWs 
believed that they were. However, in some of the communities the 
VDCs anid the VHWs were uLnsure how the system should operate, in 
particular checking stocks and repurchas ing drugs. There is 
danger that these RDFs may cease [Io funct ion unless they are 
given swift and effective fol1low-up by the 'As. 

In Since we were informed that 23 VHW commLunities had RDFs but 
that only 14 cf them had received drugs at the time of our visit 

due to transportation problems caused by the rains. There were no 
reports of how many of the 14 RDFs were operational since they 
had only started in the previous month. Four communities with 
RDFs were visited and in all of them the RDFs appeared to be 
operational in that they had been, making sales, receiving cash 
and, in the case of 3 of them, appeared to have increased their 
capital. A stock check had not yet been performed at the fourth 
so we could not tell if its capital had increased. 

b. HC/HP communityRDFs
 

Of the 14 RDFs established in HC/HP communities in Grand Gedeh, 
12 were known to be operational from the reports submitted. These 
reports indicate that all 12 have increased their capital. Of the 
others, one was believed to be operational although we were 
informed that the PA was having trouble with the records and had 
been asked to them before tcg to CS. Noredo u.Lbmi t t i them the 

nfor.nation Nan tw n apparenil'
avai lable on oter O7? since the 

PA was mi s.si ng 2nd access to th [own mad -,en i. fic,_ ib 1e Crl i 
t 2h . st fr.- inc tnhs due ... r-ains 0 thie 5 HC/F_ conuni ties, 

Zl b'i- Y J op.1r I"i 1 :o J , howcve i , o-l v, Aa were T u.i t b, rea.'lly ,nl. 


onp*. town the~ra w~as a prcL r nOtvwcen MYe Wi- nn tmhe HA1I_
 

of 1 
df ined as na::ing sales, receiving cash and increasinq capital. 

"For the purpos2e thia -?'valuation operat:incral has been 
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resulting in few sales and no purchases of drugs being made and 
they were out of stock of several important items. The reason for 
this problem seems to stern from poor initial organisation in the 
community which is related to poor performance of the PA. In some 
other communitiEs it was found that certain key items were out of 
stocl and were apparently not available at the CHS Depot. 

LWe were told that in Since a total of 2S RDFs had been es
tablished in HC/HF comm, nit is" at 4 Health Centres, It Health 
FPos ts with F'Aa and 13 Health Posts staffed only by Dressers. Most 

of thu RDFs at facilities with PAs were set up, around October 

1qE6: those at HF'a staffed bv ni-eseers were est-blished in June 
1987. Financi ,l roccrds only show 15 oF the RDFs as having 
ge;,erated income - 14 of the L5 facii ties witlh FAs and I of the 
13 wiLh Dres' s Monthly RDF reports from the facilities have 
not, been ra~cei/en it the CHS Pccording to the CHS, all the 15 
RDFn at facIti L, w uh FAs a e operational. However the CHS Ias 
no For-inaton on the RDFs at .-IIs st.aff,.d by Dressers. At the £ 

fa ilities visite,_, all of wh:ich had PAs :nd all of which ha
brcugLlht furd n o CIS the PDFs were operationa and in surplus. 
A-t ths stage there is only evidence to snow 15 of the 28 as 
operational. 

c . Summary 

In summary, of the 53 VHW community RDFs established, there are 
no written reports at CHS to show how many are operational since 
acti vi ties have only recent lI begun; however of the 10 
comnun:ties visited 9 had operat ional RDFs. 3f the 29 HC/HF' 
cc:mmunities "ith Fls and RDFs, data -.hows 27 to be operational 
(information is. nut complete an the cthr 2) and of the 9 visited 

'3 wr operational. However of the 13 HF's with Dc:ssers , S noe) 
and FDFs only I is known to, be operatio:,unal and there is no 
information on the rest. The message from this 3S that most of 
the RDFs in HC/HF communities with F'As are operational; also 
probably most of those in VHC communities are operational since 
they only started recently. However, the situation of the RDFs in 
HF's with Dressers is worrying in that there is as yet no 
info rmation since drugs were provided in June 1987. It is obvious 
that the info-mation system for the RDFs is nat func:tcn ingq we ll 

and needs to be improved if they are to be sutccessfLll' monitored 
and suppor ted. 

R. Of thoEe whichr-Jtn) termine the amounts 
.. _dr._q u sed d ur_iL_q .. J.OtIh a'/ e n i the rain_ 
#soason-al averae month In T easo I I _-e pS 

f do -u , 

The racords at the HCs and HF'Ps. do not prc vide this. information il 
summary form. it was inpossible to determine these detai is in the 
time available since it would have meant going through patient 
record books at each place visi ted, which is a ver'y time 



ccnsuming task, In the communit isnHW the RDFs have not been
 
operating long 
 eno'Luqh to make the data meaningful . It is 
impcrtant that the sales of each drug be reported periodically by
"-As for all RDFs under their supervision (including VHW and 
Dresser RDFs) so that the CHS con build up data for planning drug 
stock levels and puirchasinc, quantities. A system needs to be set 
up to collect this data on a regular basis. 

3. What factos 
RDFs? 

appear to influence the success of the 

Firstly it is i:portant to understand that the formation and
 
management of the RDFs differs between 
 the VHW communities and 
HC/HP communities. In VHW communities the VDC and VHW are highly

dependant on the FA for training and support whereas 
in the HC/HP

community the RDF is essentially managed by the FA under the
 
supervision of the HAC.
 

The key factors that influence the success of the RDFs at 
the VHW
 
community level 
cannot yet be accurately ascertained since they
have only been running for one month. However, from the com
munities visited it is apparent that the RDFs hav. the support of 
the townspeople due mostly to a strongly felt need for curative
 
services. The council members and VHWs 
are generally enthusiastic
 
and responsible persons. The problems that occurring
are can be 
attributed to the YDCs and VHWs not understanding their function 
cr how the RDF system is supposed to operate. This problem is
 
already affecting the success of some RDFs and 
 seems to be a
 
result of inadequate preparation of VDCs and VHWs and 
a lack of 
support from the PAs. Each PA has been responsible for training

the VDCs in his area and thus the performance of a VDr is linked
 
to the abilit, understanding and enthusiasm 
of the FA. The 
support provided 5y the PA is inportant. Where some PAs provide 
more assistance to the VHWs in checking sto cks and filling i 
forms the System appeared to funLgtiIOn better. However, there is a 
danger that VI-iHs VDCs verthe and may become dependant cn the 
'As and not carry out their r esponsibilities. It is important 

.he CSs moni tor s andtha m th i _ i ti cn *crk to mprove the 
underst~arnd i ng cf t he wea ker PAS and kDCs;. 

At HC and HP levels the key factors that have contributed to 
stccess appear have been: ofto the Euppo,-t the community due to
 
the strongl.y felt need For curative s_ervices; the availability of
 
drugs which is linked with the in-creased mobility provided by the
 
motorc'-clesz and the enthusiasma ard ability 
 of ke' HAC members
 
and esmecially of the F's. Where problems have been seen they are
 
attributable to the limited time that A'the has Ep'nt at hnis 
post due to training activities., the poor performance of some PAS 
in w rki::ing with the HACs, the 1 acr of monitoring and supervision 
from CHS staff and the lack of cmmunication by the HAC to the 
conmunity. This is partly attributable to the er tensive training
activities undertaken in recent months and also to the rainy
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in the district
from May to October which has made travel 
seasor 

d i'fficul t. 

In terms of reducing misunderstandings at the community level it
 

would by helpful to put up a poster in each community explaining
 

broadly how the RDF operates and how the money paid for the drugs
 

is uqed This could also be combined with an explanation of the 

Fees fo r Service policy and how those fulds are used. 

to sell those drugs
it i- also recommended that CM be allo.Ed 

which she is traired to prescribe when the PA is not at the HC/HF' 

in order that limited curative services can be provided during 

the F'As absence. However they should not both handle the RDF at 

the same time since thure is theo problem of who i3 accountable 

in the case cf a shortfall. Therefore a system shculd be set up 

so that ,hen a F'A is away the CW is responsible only for a 

1mied amount of druqs and she should account to the 'A when he 

returns. The F'A should be ul himately responsible for any 

traininq 7 the monagement of theschrtfalls. The WMs would need 

druqs and in record keeping, in add iticr to. any clinical 

upqradi ng that may be necessary. 

4. 	 Whatq ha ns _ if _y ar e. -i.p ove th e 

inanc ia manement anj r t.g.s.n_ 

a. RDF efo-manrerp-erh-in and mA Ltirlg
 

The easiest way to monitor the performance of the RDFs is by 

cs ;rving the amount of pr-fit m:de in relat ionship to the sales. 

.incs retail priccs are relat ive fi'ed ad ,-osts do not chaqe 

often it is possible to have a won:cc idea a to. how much nrcit 
,:acm tpve of #t c: ii should .'a_ qi tylpe andc', i e en the 	 a'erae. 

quianti 	tV of Mi"t i hand .,nce ep ;cr crr sor,r tage intt 	 '-*vd'rug a les. 

it1 WA alo FO " 'c
. . 

re la. Ehip cf tha t pr:fi t to the Ea1es which wi 11 therefore 

shw:,j up a abnorm.al . if these profit percen ages are calculated 

for each RDF every month any abnormality' shoul1 Ue obLviou anid 

oan te investigated. 

cash or S uc!ill1w1 fa'ac the w.ro li: 

A fur the'r check o, performance can be made by .onitucring the 

numbe.- :. patientS, fee-for-se-'vice and drug sales for each 

facilit'v since they are also related. 

There i; therefc re a need ffor a ,nonth 1'y ,eport tabul a;g and 
(when ,oper-ationcnpar'rg the resul.t'c Tor the County Dr,uig St:re 

a!). sc-pit al. 'MCH Cent re (Gr,-and Gede') and each health center 

and pos . This shoI, ld shcow the number of patient v s.its, the fees 

for setrvice CclleCted, the a'.v'er-ag'e fees oe- paticnt, . the total 

value of druq salee, the average drug ".ca]es per patie'nt, the 

profit and the percentaqe cf profit to sales for the month 

reported. Comparative figures shotuid be shown - for example for 
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the average ,. the last 12 months and fIr the same month the
 

previ_-,is year. This report will provide managemen't with 
infomtion on fees, sales and profits and will allow comparisons
 
to be made between facilities and ,:,er time for each facility. It
 
will thus pinpoint areas that need iiivesticiating. The main source
 

of information for the health centres and posts will Le the
 
Mcnthily Reports and any of these individual facility repc rts in 
arrear-s should be noted on the summary 7eport. The report, which
 
shoul.d be prepared bv the CFO with the help of the CS and
 
c rcu.-,ted to all senior management and to the PA-s Shoul.1d be 
acc:o.mcanied bv a narrative section highlighting problems,
 

Asimilar report should be prep-red monthlly by each PA for the 
l-k ,:crmmunLity RDFc- and those at HF's ith D'e- ars (cr other 

he- i- -.. or.er _'-.' in his area and u: bmi "ted to the CS fcr 

r 1t- A mC nthJy summary repo r t procblem areas:inq. high.1 ightin.g 
sh, i: be oriepared from these reports by the CS and circulated to 

it would be .iseful to carry oiLit an e:cercise to calcula te the 
-va.. ti tal2 profit percentage for drug soles in each tyPe of 

fail t (hospital MCH centre, health centre, health nost with 
PA. akJ health post with DL..r:z:i ) an in the ,comunin it ies with 

Uv, Fhis oral pro t weeie ta-Jge_ "ic -.. H l L-.-wdaveran • ,- 


, .r a ero".e min of d-ugsa -o: in a innth. This wcuL d pro'i e a 
qui.. ,c the p7of:.t rercentine - P'apected fcr .aih tvpe ,f FDF. It. 
'-ho.. Ia be recc.n,!i sed, howe', o - t i t reseit nethod of vraainci 

stack: at the c.st of the last purchase. has the efuct of taini 
in a profit on stocks e:,istin:q at the time of purchase, ,hich 

will1 -qot be realised unti tsce toc s. are sold. If retail 
prico:. are not ircreased in line with the rise in costz then the 
prcifit margin in tWe year tliat they are sold will be riduced. i f 
the p-ice ri,=e.- and e::istir.q zt .,cks are large this may have a 

i.,icant effec.. on profits ohich will have to be taken into 
accou'nt wheni mni I tori rcj marg ins. 

CH5 ina.-gemieit staff and FPs will. rimed additional training iW 
odur to ana.yze and understand thE relationships shown in these 
rer.cr-s, These r.port:: should s:erve as a basis for focussing 
supe:-'ilioi of the CS and CFO Di problem areas thlis reducing the 
need for rout ine supervision of the RDFs. It is necessary to 
decide how HP/Di-es.ser RDFs will be supervised. fIn terms of their 
d itPC-1 from CHS HO it will be best to have this sLpervis ion 
-arriad out b' the most easily acessible PA.
 

b. Su:ervisie cm f RF 

There is a need for mcre rc, 1lLow-up technical suppcrt and 
suine-rvsion for RDFs by the CFOs in addition to that provided by 
the CSsB. However reccigni si ng that the CFOs have other 
responsibilities they should restrict the time needed for tlhis to 
the minimum by ensuring that the monthly reports from the 
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facilities are submitted to CHS on time. By using the monthly
 

reports as indicated above they can focus supervision on the 

places where it is most needed. An immediate effort should be 

made by the CSs and CFOs to obtain copies of all the monthly 
reports overdue from all the facilities so that complete initial 

reports can be prepared. The PAs should be made responsible for 

collecting these reports for all :DFs in their areas (including 
HP Dresser RDFs). There may also be a need 'for the CLO to give 
technical support to the RDFs in the area of inventory 

management. However this support should only be provided as 

requested by the CS or CFO when there are problems in this area. 

The CS should accompany the CFO or CLO on visits to communities 

wJith RDFs since he is the direct supervisor of the PAs and 
instructions should come through him. 

c. Recording of druci issues at health facilities 

At present it is impossible to get accurate monthly reports on 
the profit of each RDC (except for the Hospital) because the
 

stock per the records is always rounded-up to the nearest half
 

unit (eg. tin or bottle) and thus overvalued. This makes it
 

impossible to monitor the profits as recommended above. In
 

addition it is a big job to get figures for average issues of
 

each drug which are necessary for planning purchasing and stock
 

levels because issues are not recorded on the inventory records 
(although according to draft Revolving Drug Fund Manual they 
should be). In order to solve these problems issues should be 
recorded on a new form on a daily basis and the total for each 
drug for the week entered from the form onto the inventory 
sheets. Thus at the end of each week the stock balance in the 
inventory records would be accurate and could be easily checked 
physically - drugs in ampoules can be counted and it should be 
easy to see if the quantity of drugs in tablet and liquid form 

appears to be correct without actually counting or measuring. 
For liquids it would be useful if the bottles could be marked in 
a way to facilitate calculating the contents. At the end of each 

month it would be necessary to add up the last few days issues 

and enter them on the inventory sheets in order that the end of 

the month balance will be correct. This balance would then be 
used to calculate the total stock value for the Monthly Report. 
It will also be easy to add up the issues for each month when 

required for planning drug purchasing and stock levels. Before 
starting to record issues in this way it will be necessary to 
take a reasonable accurate inventory check - counting exactly 
those items that can be counted and estimating as closely as 
possible tablets and liquids - and enter the quantity as the 
balance on the inventory sheet. Later when a tin c:f tablets or a 
hottle cf liquid is finished the balance figure resulting from 
the estimated stock check can then be adjusted. Whilst this work 
"ill take up a little more of the t'ime of the PAs ard HACs it 
sh:oLld be worthwhile in terms of providing better information Oct 

maiacernent for moni toring operl ions and for p lanning. 
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d. Reportinq System' 

The reporting system appears to be generally satisfactory. 
However it is not always being Followed and in Sinoe no RDF 
Monthly Reports have been submitted to the CHS by the PAs since 
the.RDFs began. In addition some PAs and HAC members appear to 
have trouble understanding the Monthly Report Form. Thought 
should be given to simplifying the form if possible, and giving 
further training in how to use it. It ,,jould also be useful to 
show the percentage or proportion of profit to sales on that form 
to provide a check on the accuracy of the figures and to 
highlight any problems. These Monthly Reports should be put on 
permanent files - one for each facility. In Grand Gedeh there is 
a need for a form at the community level to assist the VDC and 
VHW to keep track of receipts and expenditures and to assess the 
profit and capital value of the RDF. An effort should be made to 
introduce a simple form at this level as soon as possible. The 
form used in Sinoe as shown in the Guide for Sinoe County 
Community Health Workers is suitable for recording this 
information. However, it will need to be amended to include cash 
in hand as well as cash at CHS and also the monthly gain and the 

profit percentage against sales. It is also important that the PA 
collect this information and submit it in his monthly report to
 
the CHS. Some of the facilities visited did not have all the
 
fo-ms they need to make reports. Effort needs to be made to 
ensure that facilities and communities have sufficient forms to 
enable them to keep records and report properly. All forms must 
be standardised for the two counties. 

It is important that HAC and VDC members are able to understand 
the reports; in particular the relationship between the gain and 
the sales since this is the easiest way in which they can monitor
 
the performance of the RDF. Since the VHW and the PA are both 
involved in handling drugs and cash beloinging to the RDF: the 
community needs to be able to satisfy itself that the RDF is 
performing as it should without: having t'o rely solely upon 
detailed checking. It is recccnizEd that s:ome VDC and HAC nembers 
may have difficulty with the ciculation of the gain and its 
relationship to profit. In introducing these for-ms effort should 
be made to keep the method of cal[culat ion simple. 

. Stock Levels 

There is a need to set minimum and maximim inventory lavels for 
each drug for each level of RDF ii order tlhat the risks of 
rurning out of certain drugs or losing drugs through overstocking 
can be minimized. These levels should take into account the 
problems of transporting drugs to the varios facilities. 
The fact that it will be more economical to repurchase at regular 
intervals (monthly for community RDFs and quarterly at a county 
level) should also be considered. In order to set these levels 
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the various levels of
 
to collected at
data will have be 


physical inventory check is made
:facilities. Once an accurate 


it should be possible to calculate the usage of
 
and recorded 
drugs at representative centres by 	 taking the purchases made by 

and deducting the quantity
the facility since the RDF started 

then be averaged by dividing by the
 still in stock. This can 

been in operation. In the future

months RDFnumb.er of the has 
should altered as recommended

the stock recording system be 
,earlier in this report so that monthly drug use data can be 

there are slow 
easily collected. In some of the health facilities 

action.

items which should be returned to the CHS for
moving 


Regular monitoring of sales versus balances 
should be carried out
 

to minimise this problem. Once minimum and maximum 
levels are set
 

levels and decisions made
 
ccomparison should be made with actual 
 adequate


to deal with any surpluses. Providing

as to how 


drugs which have
 
inventory levels are established, purchasing of 

be done only at the regular
fallen below minimum levels need 

the end of the month for the HCs and HPs).
ordering time ( eg. at 

f. Purchasing delays
 

There appear to be occasional delays in supplying drugs to the
 

and posts due to the documentation flow system at 
health centres 

reduce these delays.
the CHS level. Effort should be made 	to 

newIt is hoped that this will improve with the system of having 

come
the PAs bring in their orders and take their drugs when they 

CHS offices for their monthly in-service training. It 
into the 
may be worthwhile to reallocate manpower at those times to help 

CLO to deal with the increased workload.the 

g. Invent_ Check ing 

regular monthly physical checks at all 
Emphasis must be placed on 


until these checks become accepted as matter of 
facilities 


drug stocks are presently not 
routine. For example hospital 

in system and when the 
checked every month as is laid down the 

stock checks had
second week in November no 
team arrived in the 

October. The impression given is that

made for the end of andbeen 	
not seen as highly important by staff

these stock checks are 
check figures were not taken 

it appears that in the past stock 
or used in any way at all. However now 

into financial statements 
that these stocks provide the bulk of the capital fcr the RDFs it 

properly checked both physically and 
is important that stocks be 
through the use of meanlingful financial statements in order 

that
to 

from the RDFs. It is recommended
max:imise the contribution 
the county drug depot (presently the hospital store) stocks be 

a form
by the CFO and CLO. There is a need forchecked jointly 
checks and recording

for signing off for the completion of stock 

problems such as deteriorations in stocks, approaching expiry 

physical and book inventory balances
dates or differences between 
in order to advise management and to provide a basis for 
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decisions con what action should be taken. The same form should be 

used to list the book balances at the end of month, cost prices 
and values and the total value of stock to be used in the 

financial statements. These forms should be signed by both CLO 
and CFO and submitted each month to the CHO and CHSA. Apparently 

in Sinoe there are additional stocks not taken into the books.
 
as soon
It is important that a physical check be made as possible
 

by the CLO and CFO and the book quantities adjusted to reflect 
actual counts. 

h. Pass Book system 

Whereas in Grand Gedeh .Rll cOmmuniiy RDF cach balances are held 

by the VDCs, in Sinoe cash from the HC and HP community RDFs are 
trust.brought into the CHS once a month and are held by them in 

In Sinoe drugs purchases are charged against the balance held for 
each c:,mmunity. In Sinoe the comMrnu)ities appear to prefer that 
their funds are held at the CHS due to the risk c,'F theft or 
misuse in the c-,mmunities. H-we',er this preference should be 
balanced against the i-isk of misuse at CHS level which wculd 
damage the level of trust built utp. Hclding funds in trust may 
al.c- increase demendence on the CHS with the accoinpanyi "*i 
pLos, ibii ity of reduced invC,lve11ment Of the crnrnurlities. In the 
.ea-C:h 'for a c, lution the CHS team is Icckirqg into the 

pcs i ii ty of openi nq a banl, account -for each ComMMUInit~y. In 

deC I .- t-I rIis problem oF se.:urity V',.rsur. independence it . 

i mp:v- ant to m:,n tcr c lose Iy h cvi the d - ffe-reit system are 
,'01 1i.g iL1 the two counties -k.d how the corrmun.ities re.*p'r~d, 

i ccountinq_or_ Purchase 

In Suiv'e the system of dedu=ti.iq purcha--es From the account Of 
the purchasing facility is not 1wo ring well. There are lon; 
delays in enterin'g these amounts, apparently caused by delays in 
completed Purchase Requisitions getting frlm the CLO to the CFO. 
it ..s i-.portant that these amcunts are entered in the RDF Ledger 
and the CommUnity PDF Pass Be, ok as soon as a requisition is 
c:mpleted and it is recommended that completed requisition is 
evitu-zrd immediately in the stock records by the CLO and passed 
quiclIy to the CFO for entering in the Ledger and Pass Book and 
filing con a permanent file in date order. In addition the CFO 
should separate the community RDF AccOurits from the community Fee 
For Service Accounts in the RDF Ledger. 

D. SUPERVISION 

1. 	 How man Supervisory visits have the district Super
visors carried out since the VHWs were trained? 

At !iresent the SER PHC does not employ "district super'isCrs, 
that is, health center PAs who are responsible for supervising 
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health post PAs and CMs in their section of the county. The
 
"district supervisor's" function is filled by the county level
 
Clinic Supervisor. The CS, who is directly responsible to the
 
Public Health Physician (PHP), ex:ercises direct supervision over
 
all health center and health post FAs within the county. In
 
addition, the CS provides administrative supervision to the Cs;
 
technical aupervision of CMs is provided by the county MCH
 
supervisor. The hcalth center or health post PAs supervise the
 
VHWs in their catchment areas Esee question D-43.
 

County level records do not provide data regarding the number of 
supervisory visits carried out by the Ps. However, among the A) 
YH ZomMUlnities t!ne Evaluaticn Team visited in Grand T.deh and 
Sinco, the Fi-s averaged aplr:,.'mateIy 2 -upeviory vi sit per 
month since the YHW, ccml1ete:= their training -- the VHtds in both 
GIBr Gedeh and Sinoe counties recei'4ed tr.,-,: in1ii(rq .uqu-t of 

this .ear. Theme averages enc:,d th ono ":uervi.;c, rv visit ppr 
VHLJ conmunity per month, suggeit. in t:he Fr'ojecs Faper. Noverthee
:e.s, there was a , ide variati2on il the iifbr . cU? tupurvisory 
visits among the PAs interviewed. oreove-, n'ot all. ,F the PFAs 
are p.-oviding supervision to the complete set of :communities for 
Nhich they are responsible. 

The variation in the number of supervisory visits per FA can be
 
attriouted to: the number of YHWs per PA, time/distan;ce between
 
the health center or health post and the VHWs community, and the
 
concentration of PA workshops and in-service training programs
 
,vv the past twio months. Supervision of the FAs by the Clinic
 
Supe-visor has been similarly affected by these factors; CSs have
 
not been able to maintain a schedule of monthly visits to each
 
IPrA
 

The curtailed schedule of supervisory visits by the Clinic
 
Supervisor appears to be a sionificant factor in explaining the
 
disparity in PA performance. This is particularly true in Grand
 
Sedeh. PAs located further from Zwedru, who as a consequence
 
reccve less direct supervisio , carried out fewer VHW visits
 
than those located closer to the county capital.
 

The abbreviated schedule of CS supervisory visits is attributed 
to a combination of temporary factors noted above. Moving into 
the dry season, road conditions will improve allowing greater 
_oczess to health center, heal th post and YHW communities.. It is 
Velt that the disruptions caused by the training .schedulewill 
diminish as the initial phase of training has been completed. The 
SER PHC should be encouraged to minimize further disruptions by 
ztre cching out the timetable fo, the remai:irg workshops- and in
service trairing. 

EEP ?'lHQ pers,,ne 1 er:ognize toe reeo to tUke act ion to atnst re 
,d.it.onaJ 1u "er.' ion of FA3 Ind b? W t i, ion dis:cussionYHW ; is 



.- the iitsue (e.g. u-ke -.fare Underway within the Project to ddres= 

"district supervisriru" see D-41. 

t- tyi-
2. How have fre-2ay.ency-a-d rEIAULF 1 Y1 1io.t 
- f .n.. . !tc'ot h e _*er.-_"-Lf_..#-a'i!-- er.e .

!t i-s reasonable to assume that the frequen:y and regularity oF 

effective performancesupervisory visits will :ontribute to the 

of VHWs. Nevertheless, with the training of YHWs occurring in 

late August and regular Supervision having begun in October, 

there is only a months experience - 1 to 4 visits - upon which to 

make an assessment. The limited supervisory experience provides 
,udgmentsan insufficient basis for making any meaningful 

r-egarding the effects of supervision. Moreover, with the VHWs 

having recently returned from training, it is difficult to 

attribute changes in their "technical" performance and urder

st;.%ndi'ng of the VHW role to supervision. 

Arquably the focus and content of the PAs supervisory visit may 

be a more significant factor in i.nfluencing VHW performance than 

the frequency and regularit'/ of those visits. At present the 

content of the supervisory visit has not been formalized b . Most 

PAs use the VHW Record Book as the basis for supervision.
 

to which P~s focus on specific elements
Nevertheless, the extent 

of VHW performance - technical and administrative skills - varies 

anong individual PAs as well as between Supervisory visits. The 

performance of the YHW is ine;iorably linked to the performarnce of 

th, VDC. Yet, in perhaps tiaif of the VHW conmunities visited by 

tile Evaluation Team, PAs placed little emphasis on assessing the 

VDCt performarce and provided the CounT1=il i:,'r tachnical support 

to the VDCs during the supervi, ory is it. r the e:'taot that 

Su-'F'1VA-iory visit focuses on the VHW')VDC inter,:%ction as ,-ii1 as 

VDC performance - functions aI.: reEpC-osibi1ities - it is h.ndl'3d 

in a similarly ac hoc fashion 'see D-43. 

3, Are the -sape[.skr._ _LIIL effectie use of the 
![.c~tO!'c were has-ad. Ur!Ad.e'_th~e_ motc_ vcleq_1.Ies wh ich . r.:.c 


purch 1an? 

1 Supervisors an: FAE. .Arpea,, to bt mak in] el:eff t')'ctve U''he Clinic 
-' i. irno 6 ,yc 1 Ld-Ceased u 'e;-th' rcot'*-, yc1e Wii-chR.e p1a: 

.That vi. they haveo relied on IThe m Iorcyc1 to ca I-rv o t -om

. i to the 

.e 

mi..iity mobi 1 ization activit *,supe. vi rv trips.: 

'Work has begun in Sinui to establish a Supervi'o,-y check 

li st for use by the Clinic SUperVil:'r 

7The County Logistics Officers, Count'' Fiance Officenrs and 

in tile case of Si'noe, - eAtIuatt ,rt C'1 ha,,,e AIzo p,*rchased 

motorcycles through the mc-torcycl- purchase plan. W: have not 

been able to asses3 their usqe of the motcorcycles. 
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county capitals to attend workshops and training sessions, and to 
obtain drugs for their clinics and VHWs. During the past month 
PAs at the five health centers/health posts visited by the 
Evaluation Team in Brand Gedeh averaged approx:imately 161) miles 
of official travel. Mileage figures for Since tend 'to indicate 
similar usage. The Clinic Supervisor for Sinoe estimates that 
over the past year motorcycle usage averaged 150" - 20)0 miles per 
month. 

With the ability of the PAs to provide drugs and maintain a 
regular and frequent schedule of supervisory visits linked to the 
use of motorcycles -- neither of these functions are feasible 
without the use of motorcycles -- maintenance and the availabil
ity of spare parts is a major concern. The individual PA is 
responsible for the maintenance of his motorcycle, the cost of 
repait s and spare parts covered through the payment of a milage 
reimbursement. Though the LTA In Grand Gedeh has provided the PAs 
in both counties with basic instruction in preventative main
tenance. their ability to fulfill these functions is limited. 
DiscussiiOns with the Clinic Supervisor for Sinzie county suggest 
that appro.,imately 501110 of his PAs - those who have not previou-ly 
owned motorcycles - do not understand b.sic preventive maint
enance nor cc;n they easily effect miriOlr reor is. 

Up til now,V dcwn-t ime due to ma char)i cal p'cL e,. has been 
Ilimited. Hcwever with incrauied 'isage, lai,:ena3;ce will bucome a 
significant issue. The PAs as well as cthers in Supervisory 

p:ia:ities who wli be acquiring rotoc-C/cles, need to receive 
-furthe1- :raining in basic preventive rai nt enanc:e and m-incr

-epairs. Theref're, it is encouraging to note that the SER PHC 

has incorporated uLIch training into, its planned "rJ::t'crcyc le 
operators cour Se, " 

With MEDEXs eventual departure, the ability of the Cou11ty health 
scrvices to a,-sure the availability of Epare parts, provide funds 
fcr mileage reimbursement and allow for the eventual replacement 
of motorcycles will be severely tested. eed money is being 
Prov ded through MEDEX/USAID to establisth a "revolving spare 
part.s fund". As presently envisioned, the fund will operate in a 
similar fashion to the RDF, however the specific details remain 
to be worked out. The SER PHC should be encouraged to continue 
its activity in this area.
 

Turning to the mileage reimbursement, sources of funding to cover 
mileage reimbursement need to be explored, e.g. revolving drug
 
fund, fee-for-service. In weighing the use of fee-for-service to 
support supervision, SER PHC should not be constrained by the 
cu'rent practice of using the f&.es-for-service generated by a 
specific facility to cover the cost incurred by that facility. 
Given the pivotal role which mileage reimbursements plays in 
facilitating supervigol-y visits, the funds available to reimburse 
a PA should not be dependent upon the fees the specific health 
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center oi- health post can generatem. Arguably, those facilities 

(or districts) in greatest need of supervision would be generat

ing the least fees. Consideration should be given to appro
facility to
*priating a percentage of the fees collected by each 


the county's total mileage reimbursement needs.
cov.er 

The use of county funds for mileage reimbursement may appear to 
systems development enbe inconsistent with the approach to 

RDF and by extension the "revolving spare partsgendered by the 
fund; however, the situations are not analogous. The benefits 

from 	 the d-ug are mcre readily apparentderived 	 availability of 
than those which flow from adequate supervision. The community's 

ability to identify with the need For drugs, its willingness to 

RDF doe. not have a corollary in terms ofsupp,rt and monitor the 

supea.v is ion.
 

scheme there is concernTurning to the motorcycle purchase 
regarding the financial viability of the fund. Given that the 

c'f motorcycles cover apprc,'monies collected from the purchase 
imately half of the vehicle's replacement cost, the motorcycle 

fund 	can not be maintained on a self-sustaining basis. With SER
 

PHC estimating that motorcycles will have to be replaced appro=x,
to recapitalize the fund will
imately every two years, the need 


completion date (Augustprobably arise prior to the project 

The SER PHC needs to identify a mechani.i for replenishing
1989). 

the percentage ofthe motorcycle revolving fund, e.g. increase 

the cost which the employees pay for the mr:,torcycles, identify an 

outside source of funding, tap into either the rotating drug fund 

or the fee-for-services, or some combination thereof. 

are required in te supervisory4. 	 What chanaes. if any, 

model?
 

The original and Supplementary Project Paper envisioned a system
 
and health post PAs would
of supervision in which health center 


their catchment areas. In addition,
supervise the VHWs within 

"every other health
specially trained PAs and CMs located in 

center" would supervise the PAs and CMs assigned to health posts 

SER PHC supervisory structurein their section of the county. The 
the above model. Rather, the Clinicdoes 	not strictly conform to 


'Supervisor provides technical and administrative supervision 
is
to 

center and health post PAs. Supervision of the CMshealth 

count,, MCH supervisor. The CSsplit between the CS and the 

superretains the responsibility for providing administrative 
the required technical
vision while the MCH supervisor furnishes 


"While it is recognized that the Health Advisor 'ouncils dco 

not exercise control over the feess-fcor-erv ice qenerated by 
pos1., limited discustheir respective health centers or health 

HAC members suggests that there would be communitysions with 

Support for using those fees to' facilitate the PAs support of CHWs.
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supervision. A further adaptation of the supervisory structure 
involves the supervision of health posts staffed by dressers. 
Though the use cf dressers was not contempl,ated in the Project 
Faper, they are included in the SER PHC. Cupervision of dressers 
is providied by the PA situated in the nvre.t health center. 

The *.c.ncept of "district supervisors" put fo'rth in the PP and SFP 
remains valid. Moreover, given the CSs brco ad scope cf respon
sibilities and present work lcad, the need for additional super
vision of health center and health post PAs :s required. It 
shou]d be noted that the SER F'HC in Sinoe has begun considering 
alternatives for supplementing the level of supervision. For 
example there has been some discussion of dividing the cownty 
into three districts for supervisory purposes with a dist-ict 
supervisor for each district. 

The SER FHC should be encouraged to pursue the idea of establish
ing "district supervisors" in each of the project counties. The 
need to conform tc political districts should not be viewed as a 
major factor in determining the number and configuration of 
"supervisory districts." The optimal number cf districts will
 
depend on the number and distribution of facilities EHCs and HPsJ
 
and communities which will eventually be mobilized. Rather than
 
being tied to the figure of one district supervisor per 10 to 13 
PAs and CMs as suggested in the PP, the SER PHC should be guided 
by the need to assure adequate F'A coverage in the health centers. 
As indicato:d in the SPP, mid-level health workers (i.e. PAs 
should not be expected to spend more than two days out of five in 
supervision away from their faciiity. 

Turi-.g to the area of VHT supervision, the Supplementary Project
 
Pape" calls for each mid-level health wcrker to support an 
average c'f eight rather than the four to six YHTs envisioned in 
the original Frojec" Paper". Depending on the time/distance 
between the health center cr heal th pcst and the YHT community
a factor which is subject to seasonal variation - the suggested 
number of YHTs to be supported Ly each PA nay be excessive. 

The ,Tum!!er of ccmmunities that can adequately be _upported by a 
P'A. during the period followirg the establishment cf the VDC nod 
traiing c.f the YHWs is beginning to, emerge as ;an issue a. pla'z 
are beiing made for the seccnd phase of n-c,bili.:.ticrn. The specifi= 
bna-,rn relates to the timing of the Bercond phase of"monblization 

ohict. is tentativeiy scheduled fOr toe Gece,.er/J.acuavy period. 

Dur-incj their initial period of Dct i,,ity, the QHW and YDC require 
' a more intenzivo level of supo isin than the tWo supor/iscry 

'At the present level of mobili:ation the mam imum number of 
CHWs supervised by a single PA is five "ith tho average being 
approximately two CHWs per PA. 
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c -r ts per month envisioned Ln the Project Pape". Interviews 
wi.,, ;he CS, PAs, VHWs and members cf VDCs sLggest that -t least 
one supervisory visit per week would be required. With the VHWs 
and VDCs having been trained in August and only rEcently receiv
ing their drug supplies - late October -- it is difficult to 
estimate the length of time that the cormunities will require 
i n texs i' levels of suptrrvisiCon. Nevertheless, the present 
experience suggests that 1 to 2 months is too brief a period of 
time. In genaral, the VHWs and VDCB do ,n:-t appear to be at a 
point which would allow the PAs to assume the added i-espon
sibilities and workload inherent in the mobilizatioi-I of addition
al communities. Simply in terms of the RDF, a minimum of one 
month (December) would be required for the PAs, VHWs and YDC to 
b-ing the various RDF inventory and reporting forms up to date 
[see section C The Revolving Drug Fund. A minimu,1 of two 
additional months operating the RDFs Under close PA supervision 
would then be required to gain the necessary level o-F experience. 
At the very minimum, the second phase o'f mobilization should bE 
postponed till the beginning of March 1988. 

A second area of VHT supervision involves CM support Of the TBAs. 
With the limited number of CMs at the health center level, it is 
not feasible for the CM to provide direct technical supervision 
of the TBAs on regular basis. "c, address the need for regUla'" 
supervision., it is suggested tha PA be used to identify problems 
enc-ountered by the TBAs. These jproblems could then be refered tc 
the CM who would provide the neces.ary supervision and folI>ow-Up. 

How effective in nc_ I,.5. , are the su!pe'-iOs r--z : v es 

. g.n... !L encouinter iin vi 1llaq he 1rc cL tjhthe Ks - wldcef 

HW adeculabtel _tested d.rn_Uspr the vio y '. t 
5D7-es th e su-p-ervisgor accoc'mpnv the VYHW( :'1n Jo.yne visi ts? 

i n z-,aI the FPAs (and CSt ) are lo ? 1i trE4 infd .,d h !.... r'-e 
<noti.',t'td Lhey bring a high lc,.'el ,if prcofesionalis.;i to thc ir 
role as sLAper 1 Dsor. . G i Ven theu se qua li i th.., P:s are t 
effoecti ve -s they -hould be in P'-C,'ivding 51pc lt to the YHI- irSd 
VDCs.
 

As previously noted, there is variation in the number, and 
fi"*-quency of Supervisoi-y visits; not all PA.- provide supervision 
to the full complement of VHWs for whom they are -e*lporinsible. 
Midrec'ver, the manner and extent to which PAs focus on spec:ific 
elements of VHW performance - technical and administrative sikill,.. 
- varies among individual PAs a.s well as between supervisory 
visits., In some areas the Supervisors accompany the VHAs on home 
visits,. in others this is not 1he c:15e. There i.s no clearly 
discernable pattern. VHW/VDC interaction as well as VDC perfo'r
mance - functions and rosponsibilities - is handled in a similar
ly ad hoc fashion. It is the Evaluation Team's belief that a 
monthly reporting form should be developed that indicates the 
number. and frequency of supervisory visits to each community by 
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the 7esponsib le FA. The PAs effect ivenes could be further
 

enhanced through forma liz ing the focus and content of the 

superviscry visit.
 

As previously noted, the SER FHC has begun to develop a supev

viso'vy checklist for use by the CS. These effort neecs to be
 

exparded. A specific supervisory check list should be developed
 

for bach level of supervision, that is, CS supervision of FAsQO'
 

lCH Eupervi.sion of CMs, PA supervision of VHWs and their VDCs, CM 

supervision of TBAs. As a first step, a master list of relevant 

skills should be developed for each provider. Inc uded in the 

lists for PAs and VHWs would be the specific functions and
 

respons ibilities cf the HACs and YDC suppcr ted, that is super

vi ed b' the PA on VW. The lists wo uld then be c~i',.ided into-, 
manageable un7its that wculd for,:1 the basis of each supervisory 
visit. For example. during the PFA-. fi rsL visit he/she mighmt fo'cus 
on three specific "technical " and three "administrativ'e" skill
 
that the YHW shoul1d have mastered, e.g. mixing ORS. diagrosin g 

and treating malaria, ,-ecognizing and treating w.orms; filling out
 
the monthly report forim taking and ,pletin. the drugninveitory co'1 


i e Cra _..oi i fo rm . tI: ms cf the ')C . ,h FA night cus oi 
Ohee specific functtc ns on"- -es , bi litie" the .c:Tmm I.' . is to 
carr out. in the fao1ling visi t che suiper-'i or noutd cover the 

nex: set of administrative, technical and c:omrm tte-. -ills. At 
the ord of the "suplervision c'cle" all of the rele'ant s::ills 

woul.d t.hus be covered. Besides the obvious advan.tage cf assuri ng 
that each supervi cr monitors all the rievan t sk ills, the 
estab I i shment of supervisor'y check lists wi ll faci 1]itate a 
uniform level of care. 

To assure a uniform level of care, it is essenr ia], that the
 
development of the supervisory check lists be undertaken as a
 
collaborative eff'ort among the relevant normative offices at the
 
central ministry level and the SER FHC in the two counties.
 

E., THE REFERRAL SYSTEM 

1. Hc,w mane mid-level health i-sonneil are now trainei and 
"fUnctioninq.com~ar-ed to the benj in inqc_,f__t.he prim.cj ect_.? 

Middle Level Health Workers (MLHWs) are comprised of Registered
 
Nurses (RNs), Physician Assistants (PAs), Certified Midwives
 
(CMs) and Licensed Practical Nurses (LFNs). At the inception of
 
the project in Grand Gedeh in early 1985, thirty-one rural
 

'"Diffe-ent check lists will be r-.CiLuired for supervising PAs
 
at the health center and health pc_=: levels. Though PAs receive
 
the same training, the type cf skiils and necessary level of
 
profi ciency w i 1 vary depending whether they are pos ted to a
 
health center cr health post.
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various types of health personnelfacilities were managed by 
Aids and volunteers. Nine of the

including Dressers, Nurses 
by a PA and three of them CMs.facilities were each headed 

number of rural facilities was not
information on the initial 

out staff included :!K PAS! one LPN andavailable fcr Siroe 
numerous Dressers. 

health services were rec.rganized following theBoth c:ounties 
of the pro ject. The development of Euffic lentintrodutct ion 

of tLrained HHLWs was ccnidered the key to the suc:cess ofnumbers 
the MHSW agreed to provide thePHC in Liberia. Under the project 

number cf trained MLHWs noeded b, target courties. Iowever during 

t;he first year's o the prc ec-': progress was slow and few 

pro vided. The P2FP was deve1oped in theadditi-onal MLHWs ,ero 
under this the e:lpec ted staffing pattern'rdi proIect year and 

of - MLHE for each HC and 2 MLHWs for each HP as proposed in the 
R-,C and 1 ".LHW fcr eachP' Nero reducEd to 1 PA and 1 CM for each 

HP. 

HF's staffed by retraired MLHWsAt present there are 8 HCs and 22 
34 PAs: 11 CMs and 3 LPNs. At this stage of the project the -


these 30 health facilities has been
proposed number of MLHWs for 

met (see Tables 1 and 2 for details). We were informed that all 

MLHWs trained and assigned are functioning in terms of performing 
(F~'s) duties. -owever, thecurative, preventive and superv isor'y 

CMs do not appear to be fully productive and some of those 
18'7.visited had not done deliveries at thei r HCs si nce JanLuary 

This is due in part to the reluctance of mc thers to pay the $I0 

at the HC.. Pre-Natal attendance at the -'Csdelivery fee required 
TT vaccines. Except atis low, reportedly due to the absence of 

one HC.. The CMs visited are generally not entrusted to operate 

the RDF in the absence of the PAs. 

about the frequent periods ofMany communities are concerned 
the past few months, especiallyclosure of HCs and HPs during 

up. Theysince they expected good service once the RDFs were Get 

have therefore been -equest inc the assignment of additional 
of the PAs is duehealth personnel to the facilities. The absence 
training sessionsto the their involvement in varioL's workshcps 
concentration ofand moilization activities. Although this high 

future the PAs wi 11trainir should not reoccur in the 
one to two days per week out of their healthnecessarily soend 

ficilities carrying out supervision of VHWs. Since the small 

number cf patiencs seen at the heal.th facilities does ot .justify 

the assignment of another MLHW tc the facilities, it ii important 
weekly work schedules tothas: the PFAs prepare and exhibit their 

shcow, the e.tent of there activit ies outside the facilities and to 

vi'c t:.<,. In addition, in fcilities en le patie ,ts to plan thEir 
CZ they should co'rdi..to theirwhere there are KPAs and 

t :.. , ls to LE Pure producti , .. Pear i . mmi rd 4 L tL,_r. arthL

...- Iin druge that the,' should ot hardle, the C's .hould be 

t air :. to proi' te 1 imited o a.- t:o,.i or the ..s V facilitate 



continuity of services at the HCs during the absence of the PAs. 
Control and supervision of the CMs would be necessary to ensure 
that they only handle- those drugs that are within the ir 
capability.
 

Except 
for the presence of a CM there is no distinction at 
pretent between the functions performed at a HC and a HP. A 
higher level of treatment facility must be able to deliver 
services that are not available at the lower level if it is to 
function as a referral unit. A policy on standards and technical 
norms for health facilities is needed to validate the referral 
system.
 

The TuLGman National Institute of Medical Arts has proposed 
a one
year continuing education program to better utilize the LPNs who 
are already in health facilities other than hospitals. The
 
curriculum would include diagnosis and treatment, and managerial
and supervisory skills. As LF'Ns are already on the MHSW payroll,
it would be cost effective to identify LPNs who could be
 
retrained to perform functions 
of the PAs rather than training
 
and employ new PAs. The HIs already ir1 the health service are not
 
fully integrated into the PHC system. Their role needs to 
be
 
redefined and an appropriate policy and program need to be
 
established to enhance their full participation in PHC
 
activities. HIs in the system could collaborate with PAs in
 
community mobilization and the training of VDCs, HACs and VHWs. 

To further alleviate the shortage of project per-sonnel, the SER 
PHC is encouraged to define the potential role of other MLHW with 
a view towards integrating them into SER PHC activites.
 

2. Based on health post and health center records before
 
and after the training of VHWs determine whether an 
increasing prcportion of certain common illnesses and 
injuries are being treated at the__village level rather 
than at the health posts and health centers. 

The VHWs have rot been operatingI long encugh to enable any
meaningful assessment of the YHWs effect on HC/HP patient load.. 
A v"eview of the daily patient records of those PAs with Y!-Ws 
rev-ealed that the number of patients from the VHW communities has 
i-wt declined since the VHWs began working. It appears -that a high
proportion of the patients seen by the VHWs are not patients who 
would otherwise have been seen at the health facilities. It 
follows that the VHWs are seeing new patients who perhaps did not 
get medical attention or preferred to use traditional healers. 
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3. 	 What is the total number of referrals that the VHWs 

sent to the health post or health center? 

the number of 	patients referred
Although some of the VHWs record 


or HPs: there is no record at those facilities of
to the HCs 


refirrals from the VHWs; it is therefore not possible to obtain
 
capture VHWthis information. The HIS being introduced does not 


initiated referrals. Appropriate forms for such referrals should
 

be designed and put into use.
 

4. 	 Usinq baseline information from the Westinghouse Survey and 

coverage surveysa determine whether vaccinationthe 	 EPI 

coverage rates increased, decreased or remained the same 
since the beginninqof theprject? Has there been an 

increase in the use of oral_rehydraticn salts? 

Easeline data is not available for Grand Gedeh or Sinoe which
 

indicates levels of vaccination coverage or ORS usage prior to
 

the start of the SER PHC project. Without such data there is no
 

basis for determining whether "current" levels indicate a
 

deterioration or increase in coverage.
 

A n'mber of studies have beep taken bet..en 1986 and .987. The 

We:ti nghcuse E,.,rve'y (1'I . ) though not specific for the project 

cunties sugts that 20 of chil between the ages cf 1 and,.dren 


5 ,.-e fully i runized. P s'co-d su!rvey undiertael.n by EFI 
-

foc ,lo.jin:-g the 1 8" vaccinatI:,n campaign indic:te. that 2K of 
edeh 44 the ildren Sir e werecl:Ld-en in Grorcd and _f c in 

fTu ., immunized. The 19B7 EFI/CECD aur'.e" suggest- coverage rates 

of ..-12 for early age im'unization. 

Even with the above surveys, the ability to detect change in 

?' is limited. Ouestians rei rdingcoverage between 1986 and M7 

the omparability of the srva'; designs (age gru:,ings, defir

itions of coverage etc.), and conflicting results make it diff

ic'l t to dra. meani ngful con:lusi ons from th. surveys. 

Pat diruny 	 tefQr icunynr)I 	 c erc t 
5. 	 _th ... .i cnm_ .aqI~Stc'... a l]9s zd _uc-.t _r!%i ve 'y9s r d ELFRZ to coe'y 

annoLinc ci i ni c chedu 1eLpr'__ . ' vii..7 

At this point there is no Wa/ to assessing project impact that 

can be attributed to the use of ELRl radio. The CHS in Grand 

Gedeh county uses three 15 minute segments of ELRZ air time 

weekly to encourage communities that have been mobilized to 

ccntinue with their PHC devel,oment. Si noe does not use ELRZ 

because cF rratic reception particularly in the Greenville area. 
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F. DECENTRALIZATION
 

I. 	 Is there evidence of support and coordination of
 
decentralized activities at the county level?
 

Evidence of support for decentralization should be viewed from 
t o perspectives: the first relates to actions taken by the 
central government (central Ministry level) which the Project
Paper suggests facilitates "local decision-making under central 
guideline," e.g. operating under decentralized budgets, financial 
and operat.ional management. The second area involves central 
level activities aimed at providing support and guidance to the 
counties in carrying out county level operations. As suggested by 
the FP these include programr planning activities, setting of 
standards. evaluations, provision oF technical assistance etc. 

The goivernment rf t.iberia has taken a numbe" cf positive steps to 
facilitate decentralization in the area c.F "local decision
r,al1.: n g ", the most no tewrc r th', bein the retenLion of locally
generated .-evenues. Re'veMue coi letcd '' tna CountY Heal th 
Services (CHS), in the ar :as c:f 'e-fcr--vice, drug fees.
rejistrat ion fees etc., are no longe - re-itted tc the national 
tre'asLury but are retained by the co0UtieE to f nance c,oun'/ 
h e&lth services. 

Other positive actions on the part of central governrn-nt include 
the creation of county level administrative posts and hirin, of 
mid-level health workers with the commitment to assume the 
responsibility for funding these positio:ns. In Grand Eedeh, the 
government has assumed responsibility for the salaries of the 
County Health Officer (CHO) and County Heal th Services Ad
ministrator (CHSA); however, their Ministry salaries suppleare 
mented by funds made available thrc'ugh the development fund. 
Though the County Personnel, Finance and Logistics Officers are 
presently paid out of development funds; they are scheduled to be 
placed on the Ministry's budget at the start of the new fiscal 
year (Janua ry 1986). Twenty-two of the counties twenty-eight PAs 
and CMs already have been shifted to the Ministry budget. 

A similar situation exists in Sinoe. The CHO and CHSAs salaries 
are supplemented by development funds. County Finance Officer is 
in the process of being placed on the Ministry budget while the 
County Health Administrator, Personnel and Logistics Officers are 
scheduled to be shifted to the Ministry budget in January. All 
CMs have been transferred to the Ministry payroll as have 
fourteen of the twenty-one F'As; the remaining seven PAs are 
scheduled to be shifted to the Ministry budget in January. 

The positive actions taken in support of decentralization are 
offset by a series of personnel practices in the areas or 
hiring, discipline and super-vision. The effect of such, actions is 
tCo undermine CHS authority. The Personnel Manual adopted by the 
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Ministry delegates the authority to recruit and select "general 

category" staff (e.g. messengers, drivers, janitors etc.) to the 

CHS. In terms of professional, administrative, fiscal and 

clerical staff, the CHS is provided the opportunity to part
icipate in the recruitment and selection process. Nevertheless, 

the central level administration ccntinues the practice of 

recruiting and selecting personnel without co unty level input or, 
in roma cases, the knowledge that positions are being filled. 

The Personnel Manual details a se-ies cf procedures for dis
ciplining county level personnel and outlines a formal grievance 
proce-- which personnel can invoke. In both areas there are a 

eris of steps which must be c':pleted at the county level 
before the issue progresses to the central Nii.--try level. As i) 
arny new system there is the tendency for the effected per-zonneei 
tco attmpt to by-pass county authority and appeal directly to 
officials at the central Mini-try level. The Ministry has taken 

steps to discourage such practices by directing officials to 

either ignore employee appeals or direct the employees back to 

the CHS. Despite the Ministry's efforts; the situation has not 
been completely resolved; among some Ministry officials there 
remains a tendency to take direct action on employee appeals. 

Ministry practices in terms of supervising its vertical programs 
act to undermine decentralization efforts and frustrate attempts 
to coordinate health service activities at the CHS level. The 
EFI, Leprosy and Tuberculosis programs tend to by-pass the CHO 

and communicate directly with their local supervisors. In some 
instances funds for these programs flow directly to the local 

supervisors rather than through the CFO. This is viewed as an 
especially serious concern in Sinoe. Discussions with county 
level officials suggest that these action make it difficult to 
integrate the activities of these individuals into the overall 

county health program. It limits their ability to address 
problems of discipline, coordinate transportation arrangements, 
supervisory schedules etc. 

In turning to the second area of concern - central level activ
ities aimed at providing support and guidance to the counties in 
carryinq out county level operations - it is more difficult tc 

assess the level of support for decentralization as there is a 
subtle distinction between support of decntralization and a 
policy of benign neglect. While no clear pattern emerges, discus
sions with county level personnel auggest that central Ministry 
is somewhat remiss in providing necessary support and guidance to 
the counties. For example, the training a'nd supervision of health 
center and health post personnel requires that a clear distinc-
ticon be made between the leel and scope of servicas to be 
pro.ided at each type of facilit.. The Ministry ,:hich is charged 
with establishing technical norms and standards his either not 
defined these standard for health centers/health po:st, has not 
transmitted this irformation to the responsible iidiiduals in 



the CHS or has not exercised sufficient supervision to monitor
 
their implementation.
 

In the area of finance, the Ministry does not appear to providing
 
the 	 necessary auditing and evaluation services. In terms of
 
budgeting process, the CHS executive committees have been
 
involved in the process of developing budgets for the 1987/88
 
fisckl year. Lacking guidance from the central Ministry as to
 
poswle levels of funding, thl budgets which w,ere developed were
 
reto."ed as being unreal istic. A: tne tine of the Evaluation 
Tea,:s visit guidafnce for develop ing rbvised budgets lad still
 
i'not wean provided.
 

The abo've comments or not mean: to imply that the Ministry is 
not pr-oviding any s'ppc'rt aid quidance tc, ti SER F'HI counties. 
For e.>ample, technical support is being furnished th-cogh the 
verti-	 cal proqrams; the "ManAceMr.:n impleminen tat icn Team" Joms 
assist the c unties in manageme'it.."dministra wi /s de'elo ne,, . 

,,i7 j' .uggestad that 	 is p d., . th leveL Cfust 	 Minis"'./ not ,.'"v i 
support that it should, the Evaluation ]" am d.:es recc:gnize that
 
the Ni 1ist-y is operating under '.re financiz cons1,- ints 
Witn the large M'EDEX!USAID r,-ance in th:. t , :oun tivs it 
becomeT easy for thoe Ministry c reduce its su.pp'r-t frcm thoe
 
areas and devote its limited resource to other purposes. What
 
such 	a pol icy might portend in terms o" the goverment's support 
for decontralization is unclear. However, it does raise srious
 
quest ions regarding the abi 1 itv of sustaining the progress 
achieved by thG SER PHC.
 

2. 	 How well is the c--unt dug_Sup2ly_and distribution
 
syjtem_2erat ig.from the cen- ral i.. wedru
qEhOues 
.and Greenvi I I? 

Presently there are no separate county drug stores: ther3 are 
basizally the hospital stores, frum which drugs for the CHS arQ 
also drawn. Issues to the CHD f Ac;ilities are charged out but 
those to the hospital and MCH are not. The plan to make county 
leve? stores should be followeo through as soon as possible in 
order to separate the management of ccunty level stocks from 
hospital stocks. This will facilitate planning, management and 
accountability of these two operation:'ns, The inventory is already 
physically separated from the hospital pharmacy store and drugs 
ara -equisitioned from the main store using the same forms as the 
health centres. Separate records should now be kept in the books 
and iss tes to the hospital and, in the case of Grand Gedeh, to 
the MCH Centre should be charqed to their accounts. Issues to all 
fac 1ities and communities should be charged at a unifo rn mark up 
and since the only mark-up at present being apolied is 20% (in 
Grand Grdeh) it is recornrnended thet this figure be used. Tha mark 
up shoId be sufficient to cover direct costs, to contribute tV 
indirect CHS costs such as training and to improve Gerv.Lcc. 



Fr:.e lists should be made showing tho cozt to facilities - the 

price for each item including the mark up. 

Whilst at the Central level it is understood that health facil

ities with PAs Ai!i hold separate stocks for VHWs ard Health 

Po.ts with Dressers, many staff in the counties dc nut appear to 

be aware of this policy and think that *t .o,:uld be better for FAs 

to, supply VHWs on a trans-shipment basis. indeed resupplying of 

to go ahead shortly oi this basis. Whichever
VHQs is likely 
system is chose": there will be problems. F.r example the "acility 

stck basis means that since two separate stocks will be held by 
have to be done simul taneouslyFAs., stock canecks by the H.Cs wili 

Also ' As may find themselves holding
to avoid substitution. 


larger sums of cash which increases the risk of theft c:r misuse.
 

It may also not be practical to credit HC/HP accounts with 10% of
 

drugs to the VHWs since they will probably be
the sales of these 

than at the individual facilityneeded more at the CHD level 
unspent fees for service are presently tuilding up.

level where 
a month to collect their salaryIf Dressers come into CHS once 

the occasion could be used for an in-service meeting and atthen 
the same time they could replenish their drug stocks. This would 

since would not have toreduce the work load for the PAs they 

purchase the drugs for the dressers. The PA would be required to 
he has verified the

countersign the purchase order to say that 

stocks and records. It would still be necessary to supervise the 
Whichever system is adopted fordressers RDFs on a regular basis. 

stocks of the Dressers and VHWs it should bereplenishing the 
order to give time to assess

implemented as soon as possible in 
TBAs should not carry separate drug stocks but
its practicality. 


should refer patients to the VHW for supplies. This will simplify 

RDF management and will encourage collaboration between the TBAs 

and the VHWs. 

contributed to the unavailability ofPoor road conditions have 
months. the majorcertain drugs during the last few However 

factor has apparently been the inability of the NDS to supply 

many of the necessary drugs because of major delays in 

imprtation. It is understood that most of these drugs have now 

arr,"ived and are available. The ability of the NDS to supply 

drugs when needed is vital for the future of the necessary 
experienced between placingproject. It is hoped that the delays 

future. The
orders and receiving goods car be reduced in the 
from the NDS hs meant that the CHSdifficulty of obtaining drugs 

has had to in local higher prices. Topurchase the market at 

-esolve these problems effort:.-., must ne continued to fino a 

reli.ble; competitively priced supplier, 

te made fo, Mhe seed
it n. nderstood ;hat project gronts are tc 

toD. county dr.' -teresa and it appears that therestrocks for the 
rema ining in the Hospit al RDFZ mna, L'_ more than adneLate capital 

for prarmacy stoc::ks. After car-"yinq out accurate physical c:heck:s 

or pharmacy and main hospital st. ck s.. settingx inimna lnumri ainCd T. ximum 
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stcck levels and educing o" ir~cr-a'Sl(Ii individual stocki. to the 
ag:_-u levels. management shculd set priori ties -4-or usill any 
e.cess capital. 

3. How successful is theimlemLntation cf the other s=even 

The -remaining seven management systems are in varying stages of
 

development and implementation. Manuals have been prepared for 
all system with Transportation., Personnel, and Communication 
having received Final Ministry approval. 

a. Health Information Syst em - Following a series oaf pilot 
tests in Grand Gedeh and Sinoe counties and subsequent revisions 
in the data collection forms, the HIS was introduced in the two 
counties during the last week in October. With the system just 
being introduced, it is too early to speculate on the Success of 
implementation. 

Regular, frequent and in-depth supervision by the CS, and MIT 
will facilitate the succesful introduction of the HIS - it should 
be noted that the HIS was introduced to the PAs in each county 
through a one day workshop presented by the MIT. However, to 
insure the system's long term viability it will be necessary for 
the SER PHC and MHSW to foster an environment which encourages 
and is conducive to the use of the data for decision-making 
purpo.ses. In the past, information tended to move upward through 
the system with a limited return flow of analyzed data tco county 
administration or facilities - data necessary for effectively 
e,a-c ising the programing/budget i ng., -,Ipervision and (:ontro 1 
funcCion. In general the system lacked the capacity to verify, 
,ro--.4ss, analyze and evaluate data. 

The fo1 llowing factors in c(,mb i nation wi th the lack of a return 
flowJ c.f USe-ful inf:,ormation have ;'educed the focilities' incentive 
to ,-.sdLc e acc-urAtt, and tirnel1v d>t fcr both th ir ,Nf .tr.d the 

~\'3t ?2.S uSC;iu 

U1,2 COLOh,-,, ., ' ini ited budqct:,;"/ and .orccri-tmmi ng authtzr-ty 

± nadequatL ailaltinal ski 1l s ano',q _dm, niSratIr's, III ia CMrs 
and supervisors to, utilize the cat.:, ;hi ch 1huystem wak 
generating for problem identification, problem solving and 
decision-making purposes 

inadequate supervision fron the central a11d county level 
administration (supervisors) to the sites where the data 
t-ere initially generated 

The Evaluation Teamt strongly encourages thai. act ion bev taken to 
addreis the above concerns, e.g. develo:'p and implenent a series 
of oasic level "problem identification, problem solving and 
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decision-making" workshops for administrators, managers and 
supervisors which will focus on how to use the data which the HIS 
generates for decision-making purposes; incorporate a specific 
HIS skills area within the various supervisory check lists being 
aeveloped [see section on sUpervision, etc. 

b. Finance - At present the financial management system is
 
still being developed and a short term consultant is to be
 
cont'-acted to with work in both
assist this counties. The
 
following areas should be add-essed as part of this system
 
development:
 

The Hospital, CHS and Administration Departments should
 
be treated as separate cost centres in accordance with
 
the recommendation shown in the draft Financial 
Management Manual. This will enable management to see 
clearly the income and expcnd iture for each department. 
Whereas budgets have been prepared on this basis, 
financial statements have not. This should be 
introduced a--z soon as possible and the financial 
statements f or the last financial year shOculd be 
redone in this format in order to provide a basis fcr 
ccmparison for the fu11 tUrC.. EaIlance Sheet s Should bQ 
Frepared f.or each dupartment and -should include d.btor.s 
and credi to'r's as we 11 a.S cash and any stockS neoL 
included in the RDFs. RDF tcta capital and a.i;sets 
F'IqureS cav' be incIuded iln the EalanicCe SheeiHt= under 
".,vlviig I--unds. Statement.- 1houJd be prepared mcnnthly. 
!q'ar*te&rlv and annulally. It miay be useful tc, b eak dcwn 
the s atinc.nts for the Crrnnuni tv Heal th DeA mjent to 
show the MCH Centre and spvcial progress s.ll a.i EPI 
and CCCO separately fron the total ,:,f the Health 
Centres and Posts. Budget -omparisons shC'uld be shown 
o1 the income and e.'pendi ture acccounts. 

A separate "fund statement and trading account shculd be 
prepared for the County, Hocspital and MCH RDFs (since the 
RDFs at the HC5 and HPs belong to the communities they 
nh,'uld not be included). These statements snould be 

pi-vsented n, t only to manegement but also tc the County RDF 
Committees. The tradinq account should show purchases, 
sales, transport costs, and profits (after adjusting for 
opening and closing inventories). Any purchases or sales on 
=_redit must be taken into account. It is important that the 
valuation of stocks i as accurate as possible since any 
over or Under estimation will affect the prcfits; the CFO 
should therefore check the calculation. 

As stated earlier in this report profits may be overvalued 
in times of rising drug coEb prices due to the method of 
calculating stocks at the most recent price. Since these 
profits are riot realized ur,ti the drugs are sold they 
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should not be regarded as available for expenditure. As far
 
as the County Drug Store is concerned the amount available
 
would be only the mark-up (e.g. 20% if that is agreed); any
 
excess ought to be due to this pricing effect. Hospital
 
profits would be overstated, however, by such price
 
increases and care should be taken when deciding how much
 
profit is available for futur. expenditure. When these
 
stocks ore eventually sold the additional profits will be
 
realized and would be available. Of course, if the retail 
p'ice is not increased ini line with the r-ise in cost price,
 
the profit marin will ba reduced in the year that the drugs
 
a'e sold.
 
it is also necessary tc implement a s''stemr f:,r
 
recording vehicle mileae and operating expenses, an 
well an for keeping track of maintenance. Dosed on this
 
information the CFO should prepare a quarterl y :",port 
to the CHT management twi:n show ing how much wach 
vehicle is costinq, o'hich will nere to monitor vnhiszle 
usage arid c:,sts and allw ,J management to cost out 
:-rtain activities as wa.L as e naLli,-a nec isi:ns to be
 
mace as to w.Jhich vehicles iould be kept or replaced. 

Incone forecasts and experiture budQgets must be drawn 
uL.annually. Income must b3 compared witn the fcrecast 
e;very month since if it is below forecast the 
ei:penditur'e budget will have to be reduced accordingly. 
Expenditure must be checked against budget before 
authorization. This is already happening to a degree in 
Grand Gedeh but not in Sinoe. The Sinoe accounti nq 
s/ystem will have to be adapted to allow eas' chec.i g 
against budget. 

income and expenditure from other funds such as 
Development Funds and CCCD should be brought into the
 
accounting system and whilat they may need to be
 
reported separately they should be incorporated into a
 
g;lobal financial statement,
 

The procedures for the use of fee-for-service needs to
 
be developed in the counties. This is especially so in
 
Sinoe, where several communities expressed the desire
 
to know how these fees would be used. It is important
 
that this is clarified if the program is to be 
successfu1 l. Although general policy guidelines are in 
place, CHS management should agr.oe as soon as possible 
or procedures for using these funds and should advise 
the communities. A stateoent of the pol icy and 
procedures should be put on a poster in cvach centre 
where fees are collected. It is recommended that a 
porcentage of these fees at all hospitals and rural 
focilities (ecept the VHW communlties! be retainud by 
the County Health Ser vic:es to contribute to 



Admi ist:oatio a.n.d C:,mmuni cv Hua-lh '.epa?-tmeant costs. 
IIoa amount to ba charged should be :l -l,ulatud aa part 
of the 0"?88 budget exercise but as an i litial figure it 
would be convenient to ua tho same figure of 20% used 
fcr the RDFz3. Each PA should report every month on the 
status and use of the fees collected to the VDC and 
the YDC sho:uld inform the commurity. 

Separate bank accounts should be opened for RDFs - one for
 
CHS RDFs (County., Hospital and MCH) and one for community
 
RDFs (if separate community accounts are opened at the bank
 
as mentioned earlier this will not be necessary). The
 
remaining account would then be a general funds account
 
cov,ering CHD, Hospital and Administration income and
 
ampenditure. This is to avoid furding CHS or Hospi tal
 
expenses out of RDF funds. Where there is to be an allotment
 
of part of the income from CHS RDFs this can be paid from
 
the CHS RDFs account to the General Funds Account on a
 
quarterly basis. If one account is opened for community RDFs
 
it should be a savings account. Any excess funds in other
 
acconts should be put into separate bank savings accounts
 
ii order to benefit from interest earned.
 

bresently petty cash for the Hcspitals/CH~s is sent by the
 
30L in the name of an individual employee. For reasons cf
 
necurity all bank accounts should be in the name of the
 
,.rstituticn and all payments,. to the Hcspital or CHS should
 
Le made by cheque in the name of the institutio'n.
 

.-'L'rch se; of general s:upplies should be pcst d. to stoc.. 
accounts and issues charq;ed to each cost zentre
 
including t:he hospital. A small margin should be added
 
"o cover costs of pu.m ayi- and to cont:ribute to 
..dministzationr. Stocks must e ph,'sical!; cheackd e',ory 
.,,th. A t vadi statement -houi be urawn up y.,, 
month to "ccnc. cle movemer.ts an d k n: tv n:r s id ;
9..: c'i 
timt. "rthZ ri-ght]' lev/el of,' meni o, is oeinq azhit.ved,
 

F' _. -- As noted. the Personnel Mania! has bcaen 
2pprov'd by thm Ministry; tho L;aic sets of personn1l rasj *and 
pro=tdures job duscripticOns etc., have been do;velcped ard are 
avai ble at the county level. Moreover, a County Fercnnel 
Officer has boen appointed in. each of tho project countiev. 

Despite the substantial gains that have been achieved in Implem
enting the perscnnel system, pr:greis ias been limited in a 
numbe, of key areas. Areas in iNhich implementation has lagged 

i nc 1 ude 

planing and budgetilng for ,persornnel needs and the recruit
mient and selection of new amployees. The bsunce of adequate 
resources has not permitted the counties to eercise the 
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planning and budgeting function in a meaningful fashion. 
Despite actions by the Ministry of Health. to encourage the 
transfer of authority, the reluctance of central level 
administration to relinquish its previous role in the 
recruitment and selection of personnel and allow for county 
input as per the approved personnel manual, has limited the 
counties' development in this area. 

- discipline including supervision, attendance, and grievances 
- Notwithstanding Ministry efforts to discourage such prac
tices, there is a tendency -for central level officials to 
condone employees' by-passing of county authorities by 
taking direct action on employee appeals. The effect of such 
practices is to undermined the implementation of county 
disciplinary and grievan:e procedures. A further factor 
affecting the implemento'tion of the disciplinary, super
vision and evaluation aspects of the personnel system, is 
the reluctance on the part of supervisors to go on record 
against employees i.e., provide written criticism, assess
nents or evaluations. O.,vercoming this reluctance is a 
intractable task: requiring the creation oF an environment 
.hich is supportive of supervision and discipline. 

developing the capacity to assess the training needs of 
county employees and develop ongoing pr',grams of in-service 
training - A number of inter-related factors have affected 
the pace at which the capacity in thiE areas has developed. 
Job descriptions have been developed and distributed, 
however discussions with the CPOs suggest that some of the 
supervisors are not aware of the full scope of the job 
descriptions of those they supervise. Appraisal forms have 
been developed but not generally distributed, moreover there 
is a reluctance to undertake evaluation. The combined effect 
is to limit the data available to assess the needs for both 
technical and administrative training and thus limit the 
ability to develop a broad based program of regular in
service training for CHS personnel. This is not meant to 
imply that the counties have not undertaken in-service 
training programs, quite the contrary. For e:ample, the 
county training unit in Sinoe has been very active in
developing a training program focused around the Project's 

mobilization requirements addressing the needs of the VHWs/-

VDC, and PAs. Similar training activities have been under
taken in Grand Gedeh. Nevertheless, the forus of In-service
 
training, needs to be broaden to addi ess the training
 
requirements of other members of the CHS with the CPO being
 
incorporated into the process.
 

To address the above concerns, the Evaluation Team strongly
 
encourages the Ministry to continue its efforts to encourage
 
support of the counties' prerogatives in the area of personnel
 
practices as per the Personnel Manual. Furthermore, a greater
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amount of management TA should be directed towards working with 
and improving the CPOs skills. 

d. Facility and equLioment maint'enance - Tne Facilities and 
Equipment operations manual was released in July 1987 and is in 
the process of being implemented. As with the other management 
support systems, the absence of adequate resources has not 
per'ited the counties to e.ercise the planning and budgeting 
fwtction in a meaningful fashion. Moreover with much Of the 
present financial support for vehicle and equipment maintenance 
coming from USAID or development funds, the Cpportrunity for 
cOunty personnel to develop these skills is further limited. 
While recognizing the administrative and potential legal con
striAnts, SER PHC should be encouraged to increase the present 
r.:-ie of county per-onnel. in the planning and budgeting area. 

Prevent ive maintenance remains limited and the WE& of mrailItF.ance 
ald repair records for equipment and vehicle has not yet been 
ini:iated, Having nor, been standard practices the peifo:-rmance and 
institutionalization of these function-.:iwill require will -equire 
a heightened level of supervision. 

There do not appear to be any structural impediments to, the 
implementation of the Facilities and Equipment support system.
 
However as was noted in the discussion of motorcycle maintenance,
 
sources of funding to cover spare parts needs to be explored,
 
e.g. revolving drug funds, fee-for-service etc.
 

e. General SIpplies- An operations manual for General 
Supplies has been developed; the basic sets of' forms such as 
requzsition vouchers, purchase orders and stock cards etc., have 

been developed and are available at the county level. A Logistics
 
Officer has been appointed in each of the project counties, part
 
of his responsibilities being the general supply system.
 

In addition to the general supply recommendations noted in the
 
above discussion of the finance system [purchase of general
 
supplies and inventory control] the SER PHC should be encouraged
 
to develop within the county level logistics office the ability
 
to effectively monitor and analyze the consumption of general
 
supplies as part of planning and budgeting function for general
 
supply needs. Towards the development of that capacity, the CLO
 
needs to carry out regular inventory, and stock taking of general 
su.pplies according to the procedures outline in the Supplies
 
Manual. Furthermore, additional emphasis should be placed on
 
developing and implementing a regular schedule for the replenish
mrnt of general supplies.
 

f. Jrnipr ry - As indicated, the operations manual for 
T 'anspor-ation has been adopted for use by the Ministry of Health 
with major components of the transportation plan having been 
implemented. A sories of "transportation system's record keeping 
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forms" have been placed in use. The motorcycle purchase plan has 

been successfully providing motorcycles to county personnel and a 
"revolving motorcycle spare parts fund" is being established. 

However, there is concern regarding the financial viability of 

the plan given that the monies collected frcn the purchase of the 

vehicles covers approximately one half of their replacement cost. 

Similar concerns relate to the spare parts fund Esee D - 33. 

Regarding CHS vehicles, the situation is :-cmewhat more problem

ati=: Given the present financial constraints and estimates of 

future revenue, it is not clear whether the CHS has the funds to 

maintain these vehicle following MEDEXs departure [see section G 

Financial Viability). 

In terms of vehicle maintenance, there is a trained mechanic at 

the CHS in each of the two project counties. While the mechanics 

provide regular maintenance of CHS vehicles, the concept of 

preventive maintenance is not as well established - the develop

ment and implementation of a regular preventive maintenance 
program should be encouraged. The use of vehicle log-forms has 

been successfully implemented; the need to establish and imple

ment vehicle maintenance and repair records has been noted. 

However, to derive maximum use from these forms the SER PHC 

should be focus on developing the capacity of county level staff 

to analyze the data contained in these logs for purposes of 
planning and budgeting.for future transportation needs.
 

g. Communications - The Communications Operations Manual has 

been adopted by. the Ministry of Health, however implementation 

has been uneven across components. In the area of electronic 
communications, short wave radios have been provided to various 

facilities in both counties. Nevertheless, regular schedules of 

transmissions and monitoring is not being adhered to. A second 
component of electronic communications, public radio (ELRE) has 
been used in Grand Gedeh as a means of providing information to 

field workers and health education information to the general 

public. Due to erratic transmission patterns in Greenville and 

its environs, ELRZ has not been employed in Sinoe county.
 

Turning to the area of Communications Support systems, a regular 
schedule of CHS Executive Comittee meetings has been adhered to 

"houqh it is reasonable to assume that such meetings will 

faci1i ate communic:atio ns among county level staff, it is not 

possible to determine their effectiveness in providing a forum 

for considering and resolvingn issues. Two areas which require 

particular additional attention are ths implementation of the 

recc-d keeping and filing systems and written comm.unications. As 

discussions with LTAs suggest, i.t in necessary to train and 

mon!itc r the CHS staff, espec i,.;lly supervisors, in observing the 

guidelines put forth in the Communicatio'ns manual regarding 
written communications within the county and to central Ministry 

level officials.
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4. 	 What is the likelihood that the management systems
 

designed by the project will be institutionalized?
 

The eight management systems designed by the project are in. 

varying stages of development and implementation though none are 
their level of complexityfully implemented. The systems vary in 


and ,sophistication. As a consequence, county personnel have had 

varying opportunites to develop an understanding of the specific 

system in which they will exercise responsibility. Similarly, 

their oppo'rtlity to attain the required skills necessary for 

adequately discharging their functions have also varied. More

over, depending on the specific management system, greater or 

lesser levels of experience will be required to achieve 

proficiency. All of these are factors which will affect the pace 
occurs.
at which institutionalization of the management systems 


On a more basic level there are a number of specific conditions 

which will determine the likelihood of being able to institution

alize the management systems developed by the project: 

a. The extent to which persons fulfilling critical positions 

possess an understanding of the full scope of the system and the 

responsibilities of the position which they fulfill - At the 

cc.u-nty level it is essential that the CHO and members of the CHS 

Exe.-utive Committee have a broad understanding of the management 

system which is to be implemented. That is, they need to know how 

each of the eight management components operate and how the 

specific components interrelate with one another. Given that the 

systeins are in varying degrees of development and implementation, 

they need this level of understanding to be able to move from one 

phzaue in the systems' operation to the ne.:t - In terms of their 

specific area of responsibilit',/ it is essential that they have 

a thoroUgh understandinq of '-heir system, e.q. finance, logistics 

etc. A Similar level cF understa:din4 is re-Equired at the central 

pro:.,jt level in order tt (guide and :oordinate systems 

inplementati on in each of the c:untis 

It i-3 questionable whether the county level officials possess the 

broad understanding of the system and the interrelationships 

among its elements to guide the implementation process in the 

absence of MEDEX support. This way be attributable to: 

a lack of continuity at the CHO level; the 

counties' permanent CHOs have been on study 
leave during the period in which most of the 

management support systems have been devel

oped and implemented, 

the CHOs need to devote large portions of their 
time to the administration of the county hospital 
and provision of clinical services, 
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an absence of regular management TA - the LTAs are 
not able to maintain a balance in terms of time 
devoted to clinical versus managerial/admin
istrative TA. Being physicians there is the 
natural tendency to be pulled in a clinical direc
tion. Moreover, being placed in a situation in 
which they are formally functioning as the
 
county's Acting Public Health Physician, further
 
reinforces the clinical role.
 

A similar situation exists on the central project level. In the 
period since the present Project Manager assLIm-d her post, she 
has made tremendous progress in terms of infusing the necessary
managerial skills into the position. Given the conflicting
demands on her time, the Project Manager is uinable to devolte 
Suffii:ient time to developing the broad knowledge and understand
ing of the totality of the system and the interrelationship of 
its elements. Moreover, the Chief of Party is unable to devote 
the riecessary time to woirking with the Project Manager in the
above area due to his dual role as both COP and management LTA; 
the ater role is further stre,sed by the need to supplement the 
management TA provided in the two. project counties with the LTAs. 

b. The extent . to which persons are adequately trained to 
carry out the system's tasks which they are presently fulfilling
- in general this is not a major issue, of more concern are C and 
D. However, it would be appropriate to implement along with the 
annual performance appraisal a "'Job skills/eptititude appraisal"
to determine over time whether the persons skills are appropr'iate 
for the position, and if such deficiencies exist, whether they 
can be corrected through training. 

c. The availability of a source of supervision and toaccess 

necessary skills reinforcement - At present the SER PHC does not
 
appear to have developed among its personnel the capability of
 
providing adequate supervision and skills reinforce in the
 
managerial/administrative 
 areas. Attempts in that direction have 
begun with establishment and support of the "Management Implem
entation Team (MIT)." The role of the MIT in management develop
ment is suggested in a SER PHC concept paper addressing the issue 
of institutionalizing the management development function within 
the Ministry. At present, the Unit is composed of two Ministry of 
He--th employees and a short term MEDEX advisor the MEDEX-
advisor who will be leaving in December 1987 shall be replaced by 
a Ministry nui-se with extensive training experience. The Unit has 
beer, effective in introducing elements of the various management 
systems. However, they do not appear to have been able to provide
suffiCient follow-Lip to assure effective implemunatio,. WithoLIt 
upgrading the Unit's managerial and administrative skills, their 

function a mz'fability to as viable source management TA to the 
counties is limited. As is the case with the coiunty imd central 
projct level personnel, there is serious question as to whether 
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that while the MIT is physically located
wn,.d 


the Durecau's operations.
are not inteqr-ated into
the Dul-eau, they 

-eources (fi naniicial and human) to
 
e. The availability of 


As the major portions of the financing

:nLntain 
the system 

feom directly through
the system come 


the qufstiCn of financial

reqLi i-ed to operate 


LUGAD or tloCgh developmert funds, 
[see section G].
a serious co ncernvinbtlity remains, 


the Evaluation Team
 
In Order to address the above cc ncer ns, 

source of ongoing technical
that an additional
stciigl/ suggests 

be pr-vad through 1989 to both 

in the management area
assistance 

the Manaement Implementation Team.
 to members ofcounties., and 


in one o f the twob, stationed
it :- auqqested that an LTA 


Li s/her time am:,rcj the three areas. At
 
ties. dividingpro]et coun 
 be the


LTAv principil coLinterpart would 
thE county level the 


a t r , ,-, seco n:Jlv the CHG. The
 
Coiun,ty Heal':h Servvices Administ:

as nedEd. ACFO ard CLO 

I wiould als.o woirk *,ith the (70, 


wo uld o b-c-,blv be u.ffirci e,nt f':r 
E102 full time man-agement L.TA 


- LTA wou].d provide an. ,olement of
management'
thu --ask:." Te inil 

been fr-g mel-nlted ard uin:oor
c:r in c ,toV. what fr equently Ihas,-

unt i as 
ii ted n anagermlent systems ci., 1 rp,-lit prc,:es - the twio 

a lon than ideal leve] of 
ad the MITi have oper-at(d ,i th 


it allcw_TA ,u, ld
th, addition ,f the 
r irnation. Furthermore, 

F l it: Halth Fl-ysI I c-n s conci: L r," to 
o f ty and
'rl-; Chi of i '' ' 

i v h n[cc Lr tur
i I iea _inhichrTn" rate : Lc r v'for 

71 a:t t.hle courK' leve.-l 
" 


voc,, (E 0 ' ma:=nagement.
P:.c ..,idinq4 an-r'o,--Si be 


s of tChir ,irecC
the "ubl.ia H.alth Physicja, LT 

.0 -elieve 


caci tant which
be in ad:; i t icn to a f'i- ccon Eul 

''The TA wio uld 

to de',, op and help implement
of beinq hLired
ia in the process 

the financial management syst.m.
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management support ci-. tt:Ln Liem f.:,cu.functir, purm i to tHeUL)
effo's ' reviewing and th. c1iiica.l skills of oLdon upgradilng 
level health workers. 1'0 In general the training of MLHWs (PAs 
CMs) has focused on community mobilization and supervision 
ski Ils. Given the time const-aints and their other areas of 
responsibility, the FHF LTAs have not been able tu, provide the 
level of clinical training and skills reinforcement that they 
felt to be necessary to fully meet the Project Paper goal of
 
impnoving "the diagnostic, therapeutic and promotional services'
 
provided by MLHWs.
 

With regards to the central level Management LTA ECLM] j the 
addition of the management TA would allow the CLM LTA to devote a 
greater portion of his time to (1) working with the Project 
Manager in further refining and implementing the finance, health 
information and drugs and medical supplies support systems (2) 
identifying and strengthening the necessary areas of linkage 
betwen management support systems at the county and central 
leve]l and (3) working with the Eureau of Planning and Development 
to fully integrate the MIT function into the Bureau's ongoing 
Oper~.: 1C. 

Turning to the P'r.ject Manager, i t is suggested that Project 
Manager reallocate her time in order to be able to devote greater 
.tteinti on to systems development and spend a greater proportion 
of nor time in the two project counties. To facilitate the shift 
i- focus, the SER FPHC should consider creating the position of 
"as. tan " ur "d'puty" Pro e t Manage:- it should be noted that 
postc ion of Eepe ty Pro jec L 'i,nagv ,au: contemplated in the 
r..oect Paper.
 

6. FiNANCIAL YIAILITY OF THE V.Y-W POqGAM 

.UJzing availabl data etirr.-. e the inir eme tal ca2ital 
.:!..d 2 ,tsao _: _g _V.a t 2gies_ f _therecurn . _fr. ie 15_ 

.:CuntyE! evel YH-W p roqran t"[rai nmn for super-viscr'y 
e.r)-sorir' Ln d_ . :LW__._Lj.>.:r \.'.s.i.k], fa.. i. . I.-..ILy_. (ri.d!)!-. i . . ten]a.nc~e 

Based on the experience of the two counties the incremental
 
capitcal and recurrent costs" of these categories of the county
 
level VHW program are as follows:
 

2" To effectively discharge these functions it will be
 
necessary for the LTA to work closely with counterpart PHPs. At
 
present neither HF has such a counterpart. In one ccunty the PHP
 
is rccovering from a serious sccident in the other the PHP is on
 
study leave.
 

All figures are based on 1987 costs.
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CAPIiAL (NCN-RECURRENT) COSTS 

Trainin.g .EoU,it_ _TEam
f7.qtc... r-ai n in 


a. CHO, CC, MCH SLIper-vi sor plus EPI Supe-visor, Env.Health 
Super i ECIr erc: 

- Trainin- tc t-ain, mobil i-'e and supervise (El days 
ol sits 3 person team fm'n MonroC'v.a at $UK) 
travel plus per diems ('$2C0oer day each) 1' 1,360 

- Materials 100
 
-	 Manuals (VHW., Training. Mobilization, V.F'rcfile) 60
 

1. 	 520 
b. FA (I for 8 VHWs) 

Training 	for Mobilization (12 days)
 
Per Diem $10 per day 120
 
Food $5.50 peF day 66
 
Materials 
 5 
Travel 
 13
 

204 
T-aining fo'- training (12 days) 204 
Training for supervision &. m'cycle (14 days) 235 
Follow up training for mobilisation and training 

(2 x 3 days to be added to in service) - per diem 
and food. 93
 

Manuals (YHW, Training, Mobilisation, V.Profile) 60
 

Training for YHWs 

VHWs Initial Training (17 days) 
YHW food ($2 per day) and travel ($20) 54 
PA stipend $75 + 4 YHWs 19 
F'A food ($4 per day) and transpo,-t ($12) =$80 4 20 
Equipment 50
 
Training materials 	 5
 
YHW Manual and Village F'ofile 	 30
 

178
 

'"This t:raininng ,was :arri:ed out by LTAs in the project 
.ounties but has been costed - if it was done by a central 
tr- r i ug team. 

1:' Assuming there Jo uld be 3 cycles of VHW training to arrive
f 
at G per PA and that ref-esher training wculd be needed before 
secod and third cycles. 

5 5
 



Dh-ant to,: set ,up, Hlc, t c ci e S'ev.olvi.n; Lo an Fund 

lotc,' cla induty free (based on ,etn cost) 13c)c
S p ,e I 0 

L.:r ' p'FaCl. o 4_C-u:. 

Ipe.: .,eF t, i ninc; (cost per person per year) 

VHW Ann-,ual Traiining (12 days) 
VHW fmcod $2 per day) and travel ($20) 44 
PA sti~ed $50 - 12 
FA fooc U-4 per day) and t-anspocrt ($1) =$60 - 4 15 
1a terial 5 

P'A Annu:'.'al Utr.- nnqF,_ It da-ys) 

Fer dium - T10 per day 60 
Food - '5.,50 per day 33 
Travel (1,00 miles at 13 cents) 13 
Mater i a s 5 

PA In--service training (1 day per montl)
 
Per diem - $10 p.day Li 11 1 month annual training) 110
 
Food .- p.dayi 60
+5.50 11 
Travel - I0C miles 13 cent= Y 11 mcnths 143 

313 

-F0O, ] :9 ''ilain 7-en7anTu 

There should e no costs of facility maintenance at the VHW 
Wb', l. The ,n,,intainance of cther facilities would not directly 

af-r ECU the wcrL f the VHW. 

O_-m, vv-, , (- er1 PDso'n per ye--r) 

C S -,i-..rv'isin travel C50; miles= r a.'1 13 73;p 'th -t cents) 

C.D :.:s -,vi$ic,,7 -. trael: (200 ,i. io pe r mo,,,n at i cents' . 

P4' :super-,., i .- l (2,:0 Tita :ei month "t cent~s ..on..,r U,'ra,- P~. 13 ) 

lh. t:.me period estimate used V'-: ... s! u te train ng a.r, re , .. 
a, a minimum; . d miv n .d C, beL', alm 'J 1 Iir". f tL' , 
pu"f lWcmfnarce . '- hl c f i, PAS and YH . V-. i 1 _ 
SL C' VWra" a're 11Lcrpcwratd iintc the v r7:i" t hlsnrp -'J~*(.,
add itonal1 tr.-. AIning c:ourses. nin::hK! io, b,1e n]ec-essary1- for- M oe,_ F~ts., 

On Ohe job trinii q with the CS '-nould s.rFfic.:, .. p. ;..- c ot; s, 
for ose FAS (Ji ; i,--t 'LpuF ' V:0r) woL!J ri.se to, p:ht _ 4W 
mil.e; per month at 11 c:nt.s - Q. 

The Mbove costs ,ca,7 b .. .nr :' s Fo ows: 

,5 L, 



Non-Recurrent
 
Training County Training Team$520
 

r1Pining 1 A 
 $796 
Training 1 VHW $178 
S;.pervision - Mocorcycle Furd :1 ,700
 

....	 Recurrent (_e ry.eai)
Refresher training for 1 VHW $76 
Refresher training for 1 PA ($111 + $313) 	 $424 
Supervision of PAs - I CS 
 $780 
Supervision of PAs - I CFO 
 $312
 
Supervision of VHWs - I PA 
 $312
 

2. 	 Based on the results from this analysis, what is the
 
likelihood that the GOL will be able to 
replicate this
 
model in other counties?
 

The additional direct costs1i of replicating this model in other 
counties would depend on the accessible population of the county 
which would determine the ideal number of VHW communities. For
 
the purposes of this example it is assumed that 96 VHW com
munities would be established.
 

Capital costs
 
Training - 1 CS (plus county team) 
 1,520
 

- 3 Area CSs 
 3 796 2,388
 
- 12 PAs 12 x 796 
 9,552
 
- 96 VHWs 96 x 178 
 17,,'88
 

Grant for Motorcycle Revolving Fund
 
- 16 staff as above -, 1700 27,200
 
- 2 for CFO and CLO 2,400
 

4i1 43
 

Recurrent Costs (per year) 
HW annual retraining 96 :- 7_S 7,296
 

PA atnnual retraining 15 
x Ill 1,665
 
FA monthly in-service 15 x 313 4,695
 
S'.pervision - CS 
 780
 

- Dis rict CS 4 x e24 	 2,+96 
- CFO 
 312
 
- PA s 15 ,,'312 4,680
 

The above figures include certain costs (stipends and per diems) 
which could be reduced or eliminated - for example in the case of 
per diems by arranging accomodakion in MCHS facilities. However-

All 


inflation into account.
 

A6 figures are based on 1987 costs and do not take
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the figures 
do not take into account the indirect costs of
supporting the VHW program. Included among these costsalready covered by the 
are those

MHSW such as salaries o'f PAS., the CS andsupport staff at the CHS level. However the CHS would need toincrease 
 staff to support 
 this program, in particular the RDF
aspect. Additional 
PAs and CMs might be 
 needed to provide
supervision and support coverage to VHTs and referral servicesfor their patients. At the CHS HD level additional staff neededwculd be at least a CFO, 
 a CLO and a CHSA at
$4,8OO and $7,200 per 
a cost of $6,000', 

year respectively. 
 In addition supervisionand support for PHC activities would be required MHSWfrom F'HCCoordination staff of about days3 per month. The ManagementImplementation Team would be needed to provide about 3 weeksinitial training and about 3 days per month supervision and.support. Bo th 

Adiinistraticn 

these groups would require access to a vehicle.
and overall supervision of VHT and RDF activitieswOculd generate additional indirect coststransportation such as jeepfor the CHO. However druq transportation costswould be met out of the RDFs. In order to carry out a full PHCprogram a TBA program would have to be included with training,support and supervisory activities. 

At the present time it is unlikely that the MH3S' would be able tofund capital costs of VHW p-rOgrams and donor funds would berequired. At least for the first few years it is unlikely thatthe MHSW would be able to fund all recurrent costs. It is hopedthat the MHSW would be able to provide the salaries foradditional mid-level health workers and su'pport staff - the CLO.,CFO and CHSA - as well as continue to pay salaries for ex'istingstaff. The additional 
number of mid-level health workers wouldvary from county to county depending on the area and populationto be coverv:j and the number of workers already in place. Howeverthe ability 
of the MHSW to place new MLHWs may depend on its
 
ability to


would able contribute hoped that the
MHSW be
redeploy

to
existing staff. 

to Other
It is 

recurrent 
also 

costs such assupplies and gasoline. Develcpment Funds or donor fundsneed to be used wouldto cover additional recurrent costs. However,Such funding would be temporary and county revenues will haveplay toa major role in funding activities in the longer term. Theprogram has not been running long enough in the two counties fcrthere to be any clear idea as to the amount of revenue that canbe generated at 
the county level by the RDFs and fee-for-service.
However 
 it appears possible 
that at least 
some of recurrentcosts could be funded from these income sources. For example.
annual revenue generated in 
 the two project counties from feefor-service and RDFs based on results over 
the fifteen monthsSeptember 1937 appears to as 
to

be follows: 
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Grand Gedeh 17 Since 1"
 

Fee for Service:
 
7,801 10,793


Hospital 

2,004 3036
 

HCs/HPs 

9,805 13,831 

RDF Gains:
 
11 92 A_6_60(LE

Ho:sp i tal /Courty 	 28 731 aym439. 

-	 (35,)58) (26,083)
(RD Sales) 


the RDFs are probably overestimated 	because
 The gains made on 

the system of pricing at the
 

(1) stocks may be overvalued due to 

in this report) and
 

last purchase (as discussed earlier
cost of 

stocks were
 

the case of Sinoce it appears that opening

(2) in 


it seems reasonable to Euppose that

Nevertheless 


annual income generated wculd have been between $20,000 
and


undervalued. 

total 


appear to be sufficient to
 
$25.000 in each county. This would 


VHW program (app-oiimately $225000 
cover the recu-rent costs of a 

15 PAs) ' but would make little or 
for one with 96 VHWs and and 


other costs, including those of the
 
no contribution to 
 any 

of the revenue was generated. However the
 
hospital where most 


and If services
 
prog-am in the two counties is in its early days 


more control is
 
to VHW communities get going, and


improve, sales 


Financial Statements for the year

1x Figures are from the 


June 1987. However the HCs/HPs fee-for-service figure
ended 30th 

for the 7 months to September


is based on the monthly average 


1987 ($1,169 - 7 x 12 = $2,004).
 

the results shown in the
 
1 Figures for Sinoce are based on 


Financial Statements for the year ended 30th June 1997 and for
 

The figure for fee-forended 30th September 1987.
the quarter 

the revenue for the 1W
 

services for the HCs/HPs is based 	 on 


1987 ($2,532 - 10 x 12 = $3,038). The 
months to 30th September 


is based on the result of extracting

figure for RDF profit 


30th June and 30th September
the statements for
information from 

stock figure was available for June a period of 15


1987 (since no 
used). The surplus for the 15 months appears to be 

months was 

$20,761 - 15 x 12 = $16j608.

$20,761 which for 12 months Nould be 

I The revenue generated in the two 	counties during the last
 

sales VHW communities

15 months does not include much for to 


started recently. Therefore no
 
since that activity only 


level of revenue
be made betwe'n the
ccmparison can really 

cf the hypothetical VHW
 

generated and the recurrent a.penises 


the level of recurrent expanditure 	for the two
 
program. Hcwever 

county programs wucild probably be similar to that shown in the 

the number of VHWs is expected to be 
mple since, although 


be greater.
 
ex 

few'er the number of PAs will 
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v ise.-r ised ;vr RDF-. and fit-C . ce1 lll1y thai: fut ur,. 

i: RO 0 levels Wi- be h ihec The periorma,,. of hes ey 

i:-:,ome-.arni.nqi activities at tMe aCu itf lvc el s ori ,. be mcnitored 

c(i.:s i / tC 4 Lve' bet ter daf& r cah ":rilh o, jbdgtJ~i 2, W(2Cion 

the- ca n makE? towcJJards covo2r1i1 .g:- vreri " L I:t., 

f summsy o f ;ypes o f recurenk e;.perldt uLre alnd suggestzed ilng 

to- "Ti Imi nq : -urc appear c 1 c:ws:E as 


Ce~ntr al Leve.l 

Fub 1ic Health Team to provide coord ination, supervision and 

sLpplrt for FHC programs: 

salary and support costs to be paid by MHSW Central. 

Maw.'.ment Implementation Team to provide management support
 

fr . :,urnty level FHC prcgrams:
 

salarv- aod support costs to be paid by MHSW Central. 

County. Level 

County Hospital: 

- salaries and a small allowance for supplies to be provided 

by MHSW Centrl; 

-
, ,ther :po-2so such as ui lding and enuipment aintenance, 

househc id and adminit ti'e s.upplies, transpc rt and travel 

to ne met frocm hospital Pees fo,r LEr'.ie and hospi:al RDF 

drugis and modica l uppi in: includin~g trlns.p crt cos ta ) t: be 

net from the ! :,pita1 RDF 

rmu.ni ty Hca ltth Depf C-ttm. n t : 

.salaries-and a 'sma 1 .,a1 .,wance f"'::, c to be met by- il, ne 


MHS, Cen tral :
 

..... ... as oe an r2 ra in 'F 

PAS, YHW-. FAs etc. , :.v -r :.. I i tv build in'g and equipen nt 

- ce. osNc,arq id ,c -:. .I: O --,: tW' be IMeC't 

, ho - : . ch s s".i i efresh er t . iltg 

"l21inteno i-ua. 1d L*Ke ii,:] 


frcom ri ai f,. . i t ,a::sFo S rvice. A porti:,n of hospital
 
t


-ees for :2c-r.,vic ,e and C, 'v RDF nu rpl si
 

drugs and medical sLupoI i>; ( incIucoi ng tLranspcrt csi s) from 

the Coun ty a ncd community FCFs 
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Adini.strat ion Department: 

salaries and a small allo.'wance for supplies to be provided 
by MHSW Central; 

- other expenses such as additional supplies to be met from a 
portion of rural facility and hospital Fees for Service. 

The question has been raised ai to whether retail prices for 
drugs should be standardized nationally or allowed to vary from 
place to place depending on transport costs. It is probably
better to have standardized national prices on the grounds of 
operational simplicity since the variations in transport costs 
are likely to be very small compared with the overall costs of 
the drugs, providing that deliveries to the counties are made on 
a quarterly basis so that the value of the consignment 
transported is high. However, it is recommended that variations 
in transport costs be examined to see what effect they have on 
drug costs. 

It Should be noted that the future of the PHC program is closely

linked with the future of the NDS since the ability of the CHSs
 
to provide services and generate income depends almost entirely
 
on the adequate and timely supply of drugs and medical supplies
 
at low prices. Although the NDS has suffered long delays between
 
ordering and receiving drugs it is understood that adequate

stocks of most key drugs and supplies are now on hand and others
 
ar due to arrive shortly. However, the ability of the NDS to
 
import drugs in a timaly manner and at reasonable costs depends

qreatiy on the availability of foreign e :change. It is recognized
 
th at :fforts are being made tc, solve the proolern of getting
fol-en exchenie aiid it is recomm2nded that all partie'I connected 
i th thi s, project give their Utmo ts support to finding a 

tcasb ie, lonci-term solution. in dArticular it is recommended 
tha discussicons be cont inued ,i th UNICEF to sie if previous 
dilayz in obtaining drugs th-ouh that agency can be avoided :.n 
the f'Uture. 

H. GENR; AL 

. £ons d'idee 'Lb _rroiress to . tr J S encu ntere d
 
and the rema in i nq time and b it. t, are the _ja.''2
 
oals and obegct ives attainable by Augiust .,98.
 

a. Villa~p Level Outputs 

A principal output of the program as per the SPP was the 
establishment of 238 functioning VHW communities: each with a VDC 
organized and operating, a Village Health Team (I VHW and 1 TBA) 
in pl.ace and an RDF developed and effectively operating. Although 



this target was hoped for, the 
 minimum target per t'he 
SPP was
actually 204 villages. This 
 was calculated by multiplying the
expected number health
of facilities (30) 
by tle number of
communities which 
 could be supported by facility
a (8) and

deducting a 15%. forfigure of failures. 

The number of villages expected to be achieved by August 1988 has
reduced considerably from that envisaged in 
 the SPP. Of the 204
anticipated, the CHS management 
expect to achieve 104. A

breakdown of the comparison appea-s as follows:
 

YHW Communities Gedeh S inc e To tal 

Per SF'P
Target for mobilization 120 120 240Less failure rate 15%/, 18 18 36Total operational by August 1988 102 102 204
 

Current Forecas t
 
Group 1 - target for mobilisation 54 34 88
Less failures (GG 28%) (S 30%) 
 13 11

Group 1 - total established to date 

26
 
- 39 _. 23 _ 62 

Group 2 - target for mobilisationmo 48 20 68Less forecasted failure rat-.wl 
 13 3 
 16
Group 2  expected total established 
 _ 35 _ 17 52
 

Expected operatiohal by August 1988 
= 74 40 M3 114 

Anticipated shortfall 
as a % of SPP target 27% 
 61% 44%
 

In the SPP 
 it was assumed that 8 villages fall within the
catchment area 
of one HP. However it 
is not known what criteria,
if any, were used to establish the figure of 8 - for example thesize of village. When the CHS 
 team applied criteria of village
 

6'Some of these communities 
are ones that did not get

mobilized in the first round.
 

2M The forecast failure rate for Grand Gedeh 
(18%) is based onthq failure rate experienced in the 
 first group. The rate for
Sinoe (15%) is lower because many of the communities are onesthat were contacted during the first round and that have now 
decided to join the program..
 

E=This assumes no dropout of communities after establishment. 

mIn Sinoe it is estimated that there are a total of 126communities of which only 48 meet the criteria of size,accessibility and 
lack of proximity to othet health services. 
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size (Grand Gedeh minimum 20 houses, Sinoe 100 people), 

accessibility to the supervising PA and proximity to other health 

services they found that only about 90 communities in Grand Gedeh 

45 in Sinoe were feasible sites to establish VHWs. andand about 
RDFs. Of this total of 135 it is expected that 114 will be 

of 16%.established as VHW communities, a failure rate 

a goal of reachingIn t rms of population coverage the SPP had 


in the counties which was estimated as
8C:" of the population 
144,000 (the rural population was estimated at 115.,000 and the 

total population 180,000). 

is estimated at
The total population of Grand Gedeh county 

1050C,00 04 and project staff calculate that 71,570 people (68%) 
15 HCs and HPsfall in the catchment area of hospital OP0)and the 


a
(Work Plan 1987). Each VHW is expected to provide services to 


minimum of 20 houses which at an estimated 9 people per house
 

means that each VHW serves a minimum of 180 people. This number 
multiplied by the expected number of VHWs (74) gives a minimum 

total of 13,320 people covered by VHWs. This is a further 12% of 
covered by the,the population , raising the total population 

!program to 80%. 

The total population in Sinoe is estimated to be about 70,0000e
 

and project staff estimated in their 1987 Work Plan that 80% of
 

the population Would be served directly by mid-level health
 

workers by May 1987 through the hospital OPD, the HCs and the
 
was estimated that 40 communities
HPs. Per the 1987 Work Plan it 

would be eligible for a VHW in that they each had more than 100 

people and were more than 1 hour's walk from a HC or HP. The 40 

VHWs placed in these communities would therefore each provide 

services to a minimum of 100 giving a minimum total VHW coverage 
would increase the estimated
of a further 4,000 people. This 


coverage by 6% which would raise the total coverage to 86%.
 

correct conclusionAssuming that these coverage figures are the 
is that the target population will be met. Although the number of 

VHWs is less than anticipated, the catchment area of the HCs and 

HPs makes the mid-level health workers available as the primary 
contact for a much greater proportion of the population than had 

been thought. It should be recognised, however, that the health
 

status of the remoter villages which rely on VHW services may be 

worse than those with access to a HC/HP. It is therefore
 

necessary to balance HC/HP services with VHW services to achieve 

a maximLim impact. This has significance in deciding, for example, 
on supervision andthe amount of time that a PA should spend 

SUppOrt of the VHWs curative work as opposed to providing 

0 Per the MHSVW the estimated population in 198A was 102,e10. 

Per the MHSW the estimated population in 1984 was 64,147. 
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curative services himself; the resources put into expanding VHW
 

services provided by mid
programs as opposed to upgradin': the 

level health workers; and how preventive health services can be 

1 hour of a HC/HP whichmaximised in those villages within 

a VHW.
therefore do not have 


b. County Level Output
 

i. Rural Facility Saff
 

of 8 health centers and E health posts in the

There are a total 


11 CMs. Except for onerural communities staffed with 34 PAs and 
have a CM, all

rural health center in Sinoe county that does not 

staffing requirements.
other exisiting facilities meet minimal 

in Grand Gedeh is not
a fifth health center
The establishment of 


that the Martha Tubman Hospital and

indicated in view of the fact 


provid support services to the
MCH staff in Grand Gedeh could 


health post and communities in Tchien District. Sparse population
 

distribution and poor accessibility 

unnecessary to set up anothev health 
to many 

center in 
areas 
Sinoe 

make it 
at this 

time. 

remote

There are 13 health facilities staffed by dressers in 


have. RDFs. These dresser facilities are
 areas of Sinoe which 


useful for the expansion of coverage areas. Despite their
 
to
 

remoteness they must also be supervised if their operation is 


be meaningful to the system.
 

ii. Systems Guidelines
 

and adopted
Though the eight management systems will be developed 


by August 1988, implementation will not be completed by that
 

evaluation and revisions (adaptations) will be
date. Monitoring, 

and medical supplies
required in the financial management, drug 


In terms of the HIS, the process
and health information systems. 

and is conducive to
of creating an environment which encourages 

the use of data for dec is ion-mak i ng purposes, a necessary 

long term viability will not beconcition for the system's 

complete. ' 

Thouqh the implementation of certain components of the personnel
 

system will not have ben completed b'y August 1Y89 (developing the
 

the t,-aining needs of CHS
inst.tuticnal capacity for assessing 

'emO1ryees and developing c:n-qc, . nq pv-,o-am of in--service training 
relates to the willingness of,2tc.) the more critical aspect 


to the use
''Integral to fostering an er ronment conducive 


of data, is the development and implementation of basic level
 
"problem identification, problem solving and decision-making"
 

workshops for county level personnel. It is doubtful that these
 

courses can be fully realized by August 1988.
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central level 	 to relinquish contreol over certain personnel
 

Ministry has taken specific actions to discourage
practices. The 

central level officials from intervening in those aspects of the
 

hiring, discipline and supervision process which fall within the
 

purview of county level authorities. Nevertheless, there is no
 

way of determining when those actions will produce the desired
 

impact.
 

In a somewhat analogous situation, the e:tent to which transpor

tation, supplies, facility and equipment can be implemented is
 

linked to larger structural issues. In these cases, it is the 

ability of the counties to identify and develop sources of 

funding required to finance the various maintenance and spare 

parts funds. 

iii. County Staffing
 

Both Grand Gedeh and Since counties are operating with acting 

County Health Officers. The permanent CHOs have been on study 

leave during the period in which most of the management support 

systems have been developed; they are scheduled to return by 

August 1988. In regards to FA Supervisors, there is only one 

individual fulfillinc that role in each county. However based on 

chanqes to be mane in the supervision model additional PA 

suprviscrs - "district super/isors _ wi l1 be trained and it, 

p! ac, by August 1988. The spec-ific number of district supervisors 

will be determined based cn the number and distribution of VHW 

communities to be mobilized. In both counties CM :supervision is 

split between the Clinical Supermicr (F'A) and the County MCH 

super/isor. The CS retains the responsibi i 'iLfor furnishing 

,nwir i _ trat ive _upe-visi on whi le the MCH superv i-cr provides 

technic:al super is ion. The re'_auired Logistics and Administrativ,:
 

Of.ircers ha've been recruited 7:rained and are. func:io ning in each
 

c f th.e counties. In additior; each county las a Personnel and 

Finanaia 1 Officer. All of the above noted persornnel are presently 

or are scheduled to be on the Ministry budget by january 198;. 

iv. Training Teams
 

The establishment of training teams comprising of 2 PAs and 2 CMs 

have not been formalized. All F'As in the SER PHC Pr'-oject were 

trained as VHW trainers and are involved in this task. There has 

been a delay in the training cf CMs as TPA trainers. This has 

precluded the training of TDAs, especially in G3rand Gedeh County. 

v. RDFFs
 

At the present time RDF policies and procedures are not
 

completely established and systems are still being developed and
 

implemented. It is important to have these in place and
 

functioning before work begins on preparing for the next batch of
 

YHWE and it is 	therefore recommended that effort is ccncentrated 
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on this during the next 3 months. It will also be necessary to
 
monitor the system closely during the following 6 months to
 
ensure that the system is being properly operated and-to finetune
 
it where problems are encountered. TA is necessary to achieve
 
these objectives and should be provided in both Financial
 
Management and Logistics. In Financial Managment particular
 
areas of concern are the reporting system, the compilation and
 
anilysis of data and the performance monitoring system. In
 
Logistics areas of particular importance are planning,
 
purchasing, inventory management and distribution.The TA should
 
be prcvided on a continuous basis throughout the 9 months in the 
2 counties and it is suggested thLat one week per ccunty per month
 
should be suffi cient in Financill Manaqement and the same for
 
Logistics. Initially most of !:!-at week would be spent on wcrk 
-e lated to the RDFs; however, lake,- 1i should be possible to
 
,pond part of tihe week; on otter . -eas of impctarce. 

vi. Not or,-c'vcle Fu'ch aqq, F'Iqn guic:iel i e 

A revised motorcycle purchase plan was developed and implemented
 
in 1984 (Government cf Liberia Ministry of Health and Social 
Welfare Motorcycle Purchase and Operating Plan, December 18,
 
1984). The revised plan detaila. the policies and procedures
 
go ver ning the purchase of moto-_-rcycles, payment schedules, third
 
party I iab iii ty insurance recuirements, maintenance, registration 
and licensure requirements, and provisions in case the purchaser 
is transferred to another area of the country, is dismissed or 
resigns. Detailed provisions ccvering the operational costs of
 
the motorcycles are also included in the document. It is expected
 
that the necessary actions for insuring the financial viability
 
of the motorcycle purchase scheme will be taken prior to August
 
19938 (mcnies collected from the purchase of motorcycles do not
 
cover the replacement costs).
 

c. Central Level Outputs 

i. Curr-icula Development for FHC Health Workers 

The development of curriculym for VHWs and VDCs was completed by 
county rather than central level training units. The rational for 
involving the county training units in the curriculum development 
was to make the curriculum "more inherently Liberian and 
familiarize potential VHW trainers (PAs) with the material." 
However, the composition of the training units -- two LTAs, two 
short term curriculum consultants. US Peace CorFS Volunteers and 
potential VHW t-ailnerFs (PAs) e " -- severely undermined the stated 

?""The wide disparity between the educational background of 
the recently trained PAs and that cf the other members of the 
training units ccmbined with the FAs lack of experience raises 
doubt- regarding the level of significant input that FPAs were 
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rational. Furthermore, by not involving the central level 
training team in the curriculum' s development the team was 
deprived of an opportunity to nain needed experience, experience 
that becomes increasingly critical as MEDEXs involvement in the 
project ends. 

A TOA training manual has been developed by the MHSWs MCH 
traiRiing unit. With the need to initiate the training o TBAs it 
is suggested that the SER PHC make use of the existing MCH manual 
rather than develop its own. 

The development of revised curricula for PAs, CMsj RNs and His 
was successfully completed, with the institutions responsible fo r 
the training of MLHWs having begun to make use of the curricula. 
Re--training workshops for F'As, CMs, and RNs were conducted in the 
two project counties. 

A curriculum for Environmental Health Technician was developed 
which will benefit HIs presently enrolled inthe Tubman National 
Institute for Medical Arts (TNIMA). 

ii. Central Administration and Manaciement Functions 

Strengthening central administration and management functions to
 
the extent necessary to support decentralization will require 
that project inputs be continued beyond August 1988. Areas 
critical to assuring effective decentralized county operations 
which will require such inputs include: 

- identifying and strengthening the areas of linkage 
between the management and technical support systems at 
the central and county levels. 

- formulating operational plans for developing the 
management development function within the Bureau of 
Planning, Research and Development. 

- developing the Management Implementation Team's 
management and adminiatrative slills. The MIT is 
envisaged as being the source of supervision and 

able to provide.
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d. Budqetay Consideratics 

The budyet for the SER PHC project is funded from five sources-
County revenues, GOL central c:ontributions, Development Funds, 
USAID direct funds and USAID funds via Meden. 

In terms of USAID funding (direct and via Medex) we have been
 
infrmed by USAID officials that estimates are currently being
 
prepared of uncommitted funds expected to remain at the end of
 
August 1988. It appears that there will be more than sufficient
 
funds to cover all planned expenditures through August 1988 as
 
well ex.penditures for the additional TA recommended in this 
document.
 

GOL central contributions are likely to remain limited to 
salaries and a small amount of gasoline until at least August 
1983. Other contributions such as funds for supplies are greatly 
in arrears and can not be relied upon given the present state of 
the national economy. Presently salaries of some key county level 
personnel are paid from Development Funds but it is understood 
that these staff will be taken cnto the MHSW payroll in January 
1988. 

County revenues do ncc as yet contribute greatly tcwards county
 
level costs but it is hoped that this will increase before
 
Auqust 1988 to a level where it is capable of meeting a
 
significant part of CHD supervision costs and County
 
Admi nistration Department costs.
 

Give' the situation of GOL cent.al contributions and county level 
re."ernucs it is likely that a major part of pro,ject costs will 
ha"-, to be covered by Developm.nt Funds. Although a budget has 
nct y t been drawn up for 1958., the amount of funds-- allc:cated for 

the year from October 1987 to September 1968 ($800.000) should be 
suffii:ert to ccver the costs of -ll activities 
e.p-s.ed to to.. paid out 2cc those funds pl us any possible 
shc ta l 1 in LiOL central rntr ibut ions cr coulnty revenue 

cont-r I but ions, 

In summary therefore it appears that sufficient funds will be 
ovai fable to carry out the activities remaining between the 
present time arid August Mo788. Until USAID estimates of 
tncomnitted funds at the end of August 1988 are finalized it is 
not possible to judge what level c:f activities can be funded 
thro. oh to the end of August 1'9S9. 

It is probable that Developmert Fund contributions will be needed 
for the final year of the prject and for one or two more years 
in oder to allow services to reach a satisfactory level and 
revenues to grow to a 1eve I where they can suppor t those 
services. It is understood from USAID officials that it should be 
possible to maintain Development Fund contributions to this 
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to two years after the PCD although the level of
 p-ogram for up 


contributions may fall.
 

2. 	 What are the priorities for activities to be completed 

bythe end of the project [,or-iinai SER F'HC_r. ject 

termination date]? 

a. Village DeveloRmant Ccmmittees 

PHC must direct its training and supervisory activities
The SER 
towjards strengthening the presently established Village Develop

k 7wledge and understanding ofment 	Committees in terms cf their 
-
the responsibilities of the VDC. the specific role of its members
 

and those of the VHW, and the eloUionship among the VDC, VHW and
 

the communit'y. Particular emphasis should be placed on rein

forcing the VDCs abilities to monitor the RDF and maintain the
 

nece5sary record-Reepinq system for the RDF.
 

b. Village Health Team
 

The priority for activities to be undertaken in the area of 

Village Health Team development are: 

--	 strengthening the VilLage Health Workers' knowledge and 

skills in the areas o-f informaticn reporting skills, 

personal prevent ive services Eespecial ly in immuniza

tion 	education] and communicable disease control.
 

ident ilying and "re-training" trained TBAs who are 

already located and practicing in the VHW conmuniti~s 

as the initial stage in developing the TBA component of 

the Village Health Te-'n. 

c. RevoivnqDruLFund
 

The priority for activities to be undertaken in terms of the RDF
 

are:
 

on a monthly basis
collecting and analy::ing RDF data 


for the planning and monitoring of each Revolving Drug
 

Fund.
 

establishing the county level drug stores to supply all
 

county MHSW facilities and RDFs, and determine the
 

direct and indirect cost
necessary mark-up to cover all 


incurred in its operaticn.
 

improving the stock management system [planning/

budgeting, purchasing, inventory control, financial
 

monitoring] at the coulty, facility and VHW levels.
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d. Supervision
 

The priority for activities to be undertaken in the area of
 
supervision are:
 

increasing the number of PA supervisors in each of the
 
project counties, the number of additional supervisors
 
being dependent on the number and distribution of
 
facilities CHCs and HPs] and communities which will
 
eventually be mobilized.
 

enhancing the PAs ability to support the VHW and VDC 
in terms of their EVHW, VDC] functions and respon
sibilities - particularly monitoring cf the RDFs.
 

formalizing the "technical and administrat ive" content
 
of supervisory visits for each level of supervision: 
Clinic Supervisor, "Oistrict spLIeoVs " P0ls, MCH 
supervisor, and CMs. 

e. Referral1 Styerl
 

Priori ty activities for enhancing the effectiveness of the 
referral systems include: 

defining and implemr~nting a set of administrative and
 
technical norms [standards] which differentiate
 
hospitals, health centers and health posts.
 

reviewing and upgrading the clinical skills of mid
level health workers.
 

defining the role of other middle level health workers
 
[e.g. RNs, LPNs, Health Inspectors etc.] with a view
 
towards integrating them into SER PHC activities.
 

incorporating into the Health Information System, a
 
mechanism for monitoring referrals from VHW to facility
 
and facility to VHW.
 

f. Decentralization and Systems Imolementati n 
I 

The priority for activities to be undertaken in the area of
 
decentralization and management 
support systems' implementation
 
are:
 

increasing the level cf coordination among staff and
 
personnel in the two pr ject counties, the central
 
level management and the Management Implementation Team
 
in areas such as training of personnel, development and
 
implementation of management support systems etc.
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strengthening management capacity amcnq personnel in
 

both counties and members of the Management Implement

ation Team in areas such as planning and evaluation, 

the use of Cata fo- dec ision-nak;inq, personnel, 

communications etc. 

omplete the development and implemnnt.ion cf the finan

cial manager:elt systen . 

trainirg county level officials to use data produced by 

the financial management system in discharging their 

planning/cont-o func t io ns. 

strengt~hening the drug aow medical supply and general 
supplies systems at the county level. 

establishing and implementing policies for determining
 
how locally generated funds [fee-for-service, RDF,
 

motorcycle purchasing plan, "motorcycle spare parts
 
revolving fund" etc.] will be used to cover direct and
 

indirect costs of the CHS.
 

establish an adequate, regular long-term supply of
 

drugs and medical supplies at low pr-ices at the NDS
 
level.
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. SER PHC activities should be extended through August 1989 to 
allow the VHT program and its management and support systems 
to be instibutionalized. 

2. The final evaluation of the SER F'HC should be scheduled in 
july-Augus: I189, just prior to the end of that component. 

~mraltLteeVile: Dev±?iopn!.' C 

3. 	 Fhe mobilia3tion of additional Villaqe Devel:pmerit Commit
tees should be postponed for a minimum of three months [till 
at least Marlch 1129] to allow the SER jFHC to focus its 
resources on the further training and supervision of thc,.ze 
)DCs which have already been established. 

.VY.llTgg...jeaIth Taam 

4. 	 Efforts should be directed at strengthening- the Village 
Health Workers' Il:ncwledgo ond Uk].ls in the areas cf 
1 	fformatic.n repcrting skills, p ersCnal preventlve E.-cI vrves 

Sspeci a / in ainmu niz t * . 'lld(uL:C. i] e no0 ccmn(Au 11ni. ;: ID1Q 
-J ease c ot-: r through P ,.-, n hari c 14 t I-.e ' W tr ait irq 
:...r-iCUU,, (W) i .m 'IIr:Vl] c. I:ant an. fr:uen - of sutper-

.A:',,r visi,ts and () _,stub".hii a progr'am t c .ide .:C, 
,.as cf ani.wJ re--rarin Fu-n VIIWs. 

... As: the iihal Eta .e ;n develcpinc. the TDA c:cmoQuent :,f the 
Village Heal.th Team, the -ER PHC .should iden tif,/ *z.nd "re
rain'" Lcn wee wo I':Ishcps! trained T'A. Ahli . ar already 

..:natd and _ractwcinc in the HW cr.mmunihes; ater sac.. 
in thE. c:ealcpmrant 'f the VHTs wili .eluaei th a ragLular 
' .ninq of I OAS. 

6. Dn a monthiy OasiSo collect an& analyze data w~hich can be 
used for the planning and monitorinq of each Revolving Drug
Fimncl. 

7. 	 Esttbli.sh t'he count, level druq .re to -upply all coLnty 
MHSW facilities and RDFs, and determine the necessary ma k
ur) to cover all direct and indirect cc,stn incur'-ed :.n its 
:peration. 

8. 	 PF'rity be given by all parties to guarantee an adequate,
 
regu].ar, long -term suLpply of drug:.s and medical su..pplies at
 
i1h NDS level
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9. Impi-ove the stock management system Eplanning/budgeting, 
purchasing, inventory control, financial monitoring] at the 
county, facility and VHW levels. 

SUpervision
 

10. 	 Institute a system of "district superviscrs," in each of the 
prcject couLnties, the number of district supervisors being 
dependent on the number and distribution Cf facilities [HCs 
and HPs] and communities which wihl eventually be mobihized. 

Ii. Efforts should be undertaken to enhance the FAs ability to 
sLIpport the YHW and VDC in terms c f their [VHW, VDC] 
functions and responsibilities -- particul[aly mC:,nitorinq of 
the RDFs - throuqh (q) enhancing the F'As in-service training 
workshopu and training curricula, and (2) improving the 
c:ontent and frequency of supervision which the PFAs receive. 

12. 	 FormaliPe the content of soupervisory visits through the 
development and implementation cf "s.ills based" sLper-vision 
Lhecklistn -- tL, hnical. admiris trakLv ancd VHT/VDC sKills 
fo- each level of supervisio,: Cinic: SLUperv c=r,,''d.... 

supervisors" FAs, ICH super)v1.sor, and Ct'I'-. 

13. 	Define and implement a set of adminiLstrative and [.echnical 
norms [standards] which dtfferrontiate 1--cs pital s1. health 
,:enters and health pocsts. 

!4. he -ole of other middle level hea]th wcrkers [e.r. FNs, 
LF'Nsq Health inspectors etc.] should be stLldied with view 
tcwards integrating them into SER F'H-Iactivities. 

15. 	The ser-vices of a LTA Public Health F-ysinian in each of the 
two prcject counties should continue th ugh August 1989; 
the LTA F:HPs wculd be erpected to Lcrk wiih his/-er crnter
part [MHSW PFPJ focusing their activities on reviewing and 
upgrading the preventive and :urative skills of mid--level 
health wcrkers. 

16. Incorporate- into the Health Information System, a mechanism 
for monitoring referrals from VHW to facility and facility 
to VHW. 

Degentralization and Systems Implementation 

17. 	The SER PHC must take immediate steps to increase the level 
of coordination among staff and personnel in the two project 
counties, the central level management and the Management 
Implementation Team in areas such as training of personnel, 
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development and implementation of management support systems 
etc. 

!8. The role of the central level Management consultant who 
would also be responsible for coordinating technical
assistance should continue through August 19E0. 

19. 	 A long term Malnagement cOnIultant should be hired to provide
 
Ongoing tec:hnical assistar;cuc:2 to personnel in both counties,
 

-and support to membr: ; of the Manacmelt Iplementation 
Team. The manaqemant LTA £_.ould he lo'cated in ona cf the two 
,ountie, spuf iding the ,n,,-,-i' ct tii ,"h'i rLi in th., two 
cou nt ies. 

2. 	 The services of a financial rnagemen-t co'nsL!ltat M1ctuild be 
c'nti nued thc rough mLgL'.' t 1,9 ;; It I *.. c' o I tant .ould be 
expected to pr-cvide on a continuous basis Ono week of 

_onsulting -ervices per mftiL per county. 

21. One week per month of technical assistance in drugs and 
medical supplies, and general supplies should be provided to 
each of the project counties through AugmIE t 19R8. 

22. 	 Policies must be established for determining how locally 
generated funds fees-f cr-service, RDF, motorcycle pur
chasing plan, "spare parts roLating fund" etc.] will be used 
to cover direct and indirect co st of the CHS. 

23. 	 The finance alnd budgeting system must be redesigned to 
provide financial data [e.g. budgets and income forecasts 
etc.] that can be used as a management tool for planning and 
monitoring of performance; county level management must be 
trained to be able to use this data in discharging their 
planning/control and monito-ing functions. 
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ANNEX 6.A 1 of 3
 

Persons Interviewed
 

USAID/Liberia
 
Mary Kilgour 
 Mission Director
 
Fransisco Zamora 
 Health Development Officer
 
Stanley Handleman Chief 
 -
 Human Resources Development
 

Office
 
Edward Costello 
 Chief Economist
 
Jenkins Cooper 
 Health Programs Assistant
 

SER/PHC Project
 
Louise Mapleh Project Manager
 
Jessie Duncan 
 Training Coordinator
 

MH&SW (Central)
 
:.Boima Bat-clay 
 Deputy Minister/Administration
 
Ivan Camanor 
 Chief Medical Officer
 
Moses Gaiakpai 
 Deputy Chief Medical Officer/Preventive 

Services 
Eric Johnson Assistant Minister / Bureau of Planning* 

National Drug Service
 
Peter Wonokay General 
Manager
 
George Cooke Assistant Manager - Supplies

Aaron Wean Weah 
 Assistant Manager - Finance 

MEDE X/L iberiar 
Richard Ainsworth Chief of Party
 
Richard Blakney 
 Logistics Specialist
 
Indermahan Narula 
 LTA/Public Health Physician

Paul Mertens LTA/Public Health Physician

Susan St.Clair Administrative Officer (Grand Gedeh)
 

County Health Services (Grand Gedeh)
 
W.E. Mwaipola 
 County Health Officer
 
Thomas Barway 
 County Healtn Services Administrator
 
John Weahgar 
 Clinic Supervisor
 
Joseph Williams Mobilization Officer
 
Ernest kingsley 
 County Finance Officer
 
Albert Doerue 
 County Logistics Officer
 
Jerome Suhn 
 County Personnel Officer
 
Paul Kollie 
 PA - Killepo Health Post
 
Suku-Toe Hodge 
 PA - Kanweaken Health Center
 
Fallan Chokpelleh PA - Kanweaken Health Center
 
Esther Dianue 
 CM - Kanweaken Health Center
 
Carl Dickson 
 PA - Zleh Town Health Center
 
Mabel Toe 
 CM - Zleh Town Health Center
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P.Toe Sneh PA - Sarbo Health Center
 
Welma Tweh CM - Sarbo Health Center
 
Lorenzo Dorr PA - Polar Health Post
 

County Health Services (Sinoe)
 
Victoria Brown County Health Officer
 
Marietta Yekee Director of Nurses (F.J.Grant Hospital)
 
Johrsj:n Chea Cl inic Supervisor
 
Marie Watkins MCH Director
 
Ser at ta Monger MCH Supervisor
 
David Chan County Health Services Administrator
 
Amos arIo County Finance )fficer
 
GebLah Mombo County Lgistics Officer
 
Watt Seigbeh County Personnel Officer (Actinq)
 
Nyan ZLikeh Mobi lization Supervisor
 
AugustLus Doe PA - Tanneh Weah Town Health Post
 
I-arrison Lanieyo PA - Butavi Health Post
 
Henry Jallah PA - Tuomanville Health Centre
 
Nathaniel Kpaahkpai PA - Djila Kilo Health Post
 
Alberta Hitchings PCV - Mobilization
 
Faye Hannah PCV - CCCD
 

Communlties (Grand Gedeh)
 
John Troe VHW - Seagboken
 
Joe Gee VHW - Cheboken
 
George Maplay VHW - Geeken
 
J. Juvwah VHW - Wessitoken
 

Neei wal./ Pouh VHW - Gaye Town 
Arthur -arwonjah VHW - Zuaya 

Members VDC - Seagboken 
Members VDC - Cheboken 
Members VDC - Geeken 
Members VDC - Wessitoken 

Members VDC - Gaye Town 
Members VDC - Zuaya 

Members HAC - Killepo
 
Members HAC - Kanweaken
 

Members HAC - Sarbo
 
Members HAC - Zleh Town
 
Members HAC - Polar
 

Communities (Sinoe)
 
Morric Charlie VHW - Garpu's Town
 
William Pearl VHW - Boyee Town
 
Isiah Sackor VHW - Worba
 
Ch~irlt- Gboneh VHW - Grisby Farm 
Members VDC - Garpu 's Town 
Members VDC - Boyee Town 
Members VDC - Worba 
Members VDC -- Grisby Farm 
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Members HAC - Tanneh Weah Town
 

Members HAC - Butaw
 

Members HAC - Tubmanville
 

Members HAC - Djila Kilo
 

Other Projects
 
James Thornton Technical Officer - CCCD/MH&SW
 

Paul Ippel Executive Secretary - CHAL
 

Elizabeth Mulbah PHC Coordinator - CHAL
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III. Statement of Work 

The purpose of this evaluation is to conduct an
 

in-depth assessment of the village health worker program and
 

county-level management support systems. T1he sites to be 
evaluated should be selected randomly. A standard survey
 

to gather comparable
instrument should oe designedi in order 

data from the villages and health facilities visited.
 
The evaluation will focus on the following questions:
 

A. Village Development Committees 

1. Of the-village development committees (VDC) which
 
were established, how many are actually functioning?
 

2. Are the VDCs reresentative of their communities?
 

3. Are the VDCs involved in the management of the
 

revolving drug funds (RDF)?
 

4. Are the VDCs able to maintain the record-keeping
 

system for the RDF?
 

5. Are the VDCs satisfied with the performance of
 

their village health worker? If so, in what ways have the VHWs
 

improved the health df their communities?
 

6. What sugjgestions do the VDCs have to strengthen the
 

village health worker's effectiveness in proviaing health care?
 

B. Village Health Worker Training and Effectiveness
 

0 !. Of the VHWs trainec. how many are 	actually 
have quit what arefunctioning? Of those which are inactive or 


the reasons given?
 

2. Based on the VHW's records, what 	types of cases are 

reported 	and treated at the village-level? How many cases of
 
been prepared to treat?
illness or injury have the VHWs not 
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3. What proportion of the village is actually using
 
the VHW?
 

4. Ascertain whether the VHW is capaole of correctly
 
mixing the sugar, salt, solution and the oral rehydration salts
 
for the treatment of dehydration. Then, verify whether mothers
 
whose children ,,ere treated by the VHW can prepare the SSS
 
mixture.
 

5. Does the VHW understand 'he vaccination schedule?
 

6. How many new family planning acceptors have been
 
reported?
 

7. What changes, if any, would the VHWs make in their
 
training program?
 

8. Is the VHW satisfied with the remuneration provided
 
by the community?
 

9. Does the VHW effectively collaborate with the
 

Traditional Birth Attendants (TBA) in the village.
 

C. The Revolving Drug Funds
 

1. Of the revolving crug funds established, in
 
villages and health Eenter and health posts, how many are
 
operational?
 

2. Of those which are operational, determine the
 
amounts of drugs used during an average month in the rainy
 
season and an average month in the dry season by type of drug.
 

3. What factors appear to influence the success of the
 
RDFs?
 

4. What changes, if any, are required to improve the
 
financial management and reporting systems?
 

D. Suoervision
 

1. How many supervisory visits have the destrict
 
supervisors carried out since the VHWs were trained?
 

Asbl . t€ ) ' ',,, _ , 
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2. How have frequency and regularity of visits,
 

contributed to the performance of the VHW?
 

3. Are the supervisors making effective use of the
 
purchased under the motorcycle purchase
motorcycles which were 


plan?
 
4. What changes, if any, are required in the
 

supervisory model?
 

5. How effective are the supervisors in resolving
 
Is the knowledge of
problems they encounter in the villages? 


the VHW adequately tested during the supervisory visit? Does
 
home visits?
the supervisor accompany the VHW on 


E. The Referral System
 

are now trained
1. Howa many mid-level health personnel 


and functioning compared to the beginning of the project?
 

center records
2. Based on health post and health 

training of VHWs determine whether an
before and after the 

of certain corronrilinessess and injuries


increasing proportiorn 

are being treated at the village-leve' ratner than at health
 

posts and health centers.
 

3. What is the total number of referrals that the VHWs 

sent to the health post or health ceiter?
 

4. Using baseline information froom the Westinghouse
 

coverage surveys determine whether
Survey and the EPI 

or remained the
rates increased, decreased
vaccination coverage 


Has their been a
 same since the beginning of the project? 

of oral rehydration salts?
increase in the use 


in Grana Gec:en County, has the project
5. Particularly 

convey health education messages, to


effectively used ELRZ to 

clinic schedules and supervisory visits?
 announce 
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F. Decentral ization
 

1. Is 
there evidence of support and coordination of
 
decentralized activities 
at the county level?
 

2. How well is 
the county drug supply and distributior
 
system operating from the central 
warehc-ises in Zwedru and
 
Greenvile?
 

3. How successful is the Imp-lementation of the other
 
seven systems?
 

4. What is the likelihood tiat the management systems

designed by the project will 
be institutionalized?
 

G. Financial Viabilit-y of the VHW Program 

1. Using availaole data 
estimate the incremental
 
capital and recurrent costs for the 
following categories of the 
county-level VHW procra,-: t raino for supervisory personnel
and VHWs, spervio.... , maIntenance and supplies. 

2. Based bn 
tne results from this analysis, what is
the likelinood that 
the COL will be an-e to replicate this
 
model in other counties?
 

H. General
 

Considering the progress 
to date, problems
encountered an'd the remaining time and budget, 
are the
 
project's goals and 
objectives attainable by August 1988.
 

2. What 
are the pciorities for activities to be
 
completed by the end of tio pro]ect?
 

IV. Reports. 

The contractor will suonit 
a complete draft evaluation report

to the SERPHC Execit ive Committee by tne beiinnin. of the
fourth consultincj week. The Executive Committee will review
the d.,Xt and sum: t their comnrotnts to the Te:am- Leader by the
end .,f the fourt-h consulting week. BH the end of the fifthwee; a final evaluation report must D submitted to tne USAID 
Project Officer. Rcproduction of tne report will .ne the
responsibility of the (:ntractor. Fifteen cpien muut be
submitted to the Project Officer prlor to depatin, post. 
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V. Relationships and Responsibilities
 

The Team Leader will have overall management responsibility for
 
contract representatives in Liberia and 
provide direction for
 
the evaluation (ses section 22 of the PIO/T) 

V rerms of Performance 

The contractor's serv'ices are to begin on/about November 9 and
 
end on/about December 11.
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Documents Consulted
 

Revolving Drug Fund Manual
 
(Draft) 


Consultants Final Report for
 
the Community Mobilization
 
Advisor SER PHC 


Work Plan SER PHC 1987 


Decentralization Guidelines 


CHS Opurations Manual -

Communications 


CHS Operations Manual -

Transportation 


CHS Operations Manual -

Personnel 


CHS Operations Manual -

Health information (Draft) 


Community Mobilization: 

The Viiiage Health Team Network 


Status Report --Grand Gedeh 

June 1986 to October 1987
 

Status Report - Sinoe 

January 1987 to September 1987
 

Liberia Demographic and Health 

Survey - 1986 - Preliminary 

Report 


Liberia Primary Health Care 

Project - Project Paper
 

Liberia Primary Health Care 

Project - Supplementary Project
 
Paper
 

SER PHC 


Winthrop Morgan 


SER PHC/MEDEX 


SER PHC 


MHSW 


MHSW 


MEDEX 


SER PHC 


Alberta Hitchings 

Winthrop Morgan
 
Nyan Zikeh
 

CHS TEam 


CHS Team 


Ministry of 

Planning and
 
Economic Affairs/
 
Westinghouse
 

USAID 


USAID 


January 1987
 

July 1987
 

January 1987
 

January 1987
 

June 1987
 

September 1986
 

September 1986
 

June 1987
 

February 1987
 

November 1987
 

Undated
 

March 1987
 

August 1983
 

August 1986
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Institutionalizing SEP PHC 
Management Development within 
the Ministry of Health and Social 
Welfare - A Concept Paper for 
Review and Comment 

SER PHC May 1987 

AccCunting 
Manual 

System and Procedures Management 
Control Systems 

May 1985 

Project Grant Agreement between 
the Repuic of Liberia and the 
United States of America for the 
Primary Health Care Project 

USAID ALIgust 198 

Learning About People SER PHC Undated 

MHSW Annual Report 1985/86 MHSW Septernber 1986 

National Forrmulary for Essential 
Drugs and Medical Supplies 

MHSW 1986 

Supervising and Supporting 
Health Worl; ers in Liberia -

Workshop Manual 1 

MHSW/MEDEX April 19e6 

BatAi-O-Bati A Community Health 
o r er Manual for Liberia 

MHSW 1987 

CHS Since Financial Statements 
Ior 12 Months Ended 30 June 1987 

CFO - Since October 1987 

CHS Sinoe Financial Statements 
for 3 Months Ended 30 September 
1987 

CFO - Since October 1987 

CHS Grand Gedeh Financial 
Statements for Fiscal Year Ended 
30 June 1987 

CFO - Grand Gedeh October 1987 

CHS Operations Manuil 
Gener.al Supplies 

- SER PHC JLIIy 1987 

Financial 

(Draft) 

Management Manual SER PHC Undated 

Report on a Consultancy to 
Liberia for the SER PHC Project 
and MEDEX/LIBERIA 

Svend Holsoe July 1986 

Health Qentre/Post 

System 

Information SER PHC Undated 



Community Mobilization Training MEDEX 

Workshop, Participants Guide,
 
CH3, Grand Gedeh
 

CHS Operazions Manual -- SER PHC 

Facilities and Equipment
 

Repnblic of Liberia 1984 
 Ministry of 

Population and Housing Census, 
 Planning and
 
Summary Fopulation Results Economic Affairs
 

Corsulting Report of Creation 
 Joshua Adeniyi 

of a Division of IEC
 

Report cf a Visit to SER PHC 
 Sunil Mehra 

Project
 

Combatting Childhood Communicable CCCD Staff 

Diseases, Country Summary, Liberia,
 
Annual Report
 

Trainers Manual, Community Health SER PHC 

Worker Class 1
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February 1987
 

July 1987
 

1987
 

July 1985
 

December 1986
 

1986
 

August 1987
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PRIMARY HEALTH CARE PROJECT
 
FIFTH YEAR EXTERNAL EVALUATION
 

STANDARD SURVEY INSTRUMENT
 

A. VILLAGE DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEES
 

1. 	 Of the village development committees (VDC) which were
 
established, how many are actually functioningi
 

a. 	 Are the VDCs aware of their specific responsibilities?
 
b. 	 Does the VDC understand what is implied by each of its
 

responsibilities? -- describe which functions are being
 
carried out and the process employed: (1) Determine
 
village development priorities, (2) organize and
 
mobilize villdge resources, (3) select VHW and identify
 
appropriate TBAs for training, (4) monitors VHW and
 
TBA, (5) identifies and implements economic activities
 
in support of PHC, (6) assures adequate renumeration of
 
VHW - determines kind, amount of payment to the TBA,
 
(7) responsible for managing village pharmacy and its
 
finances, (8) coordinates multisector PHC activities.
 

c. 	 How frequently does the VDC meet, levels of attendance?
 

2. 	 Are the VDCs representative of their communities?
 

a. 	 Describe the membership of the VDC
 
t. 	 How were they selected?, What specific types of
 

individuals did tfiey attempt to recruit-, attempt to
 
exclude?
 

c. 	 Which "groups" dominate the VDC?
 
d. 	 Does3 the VDC have the acceptance of the community?
 

3. 	 Are the VDCs involved in the management of the revolv
inq_drug_ funds (RDF)?
 

How does tie VDC exercise operational control over the 
RDF: (1) plannirig and budgeting --- estimating needs for 
capitalization. (2) inventory control, (3) types and 
quantities to te ordered, (1,) mark-Lup'3 etc. 

1. 	 Arre the VDCos able t-, maintain the recrd-keep.inq_ '__ tem 
for 	 the RDF" 

a. Ask Clinic Supervisor (CS) how many of the VDCs with
 
RDFs 	 in the county can maintain these records. 

b. 	 Ask Physicians Assistant (PA) how many VDCs in his area
 
carn maintain t'ce records.
 

c. 	 Examine available records with relevant VDC members
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visited.
 

5. 	 Are the VDCs satisfied with the performance of their
 
village health worker? If so, in what ways have the
 
VHWs improved the health of their communities?
 

a. 	 What are the specific activities or services which the
 
VHW provides? Perception of performance -- availabi l
ity, knowledge, acceptability.
 

b. 	 What have been the results of VHWs activities.
 
c. 	 Are there services/activities which VHS should be
 

providing that he does not? (How important are these
 
for the health of the community?).
 

d. 	 Are there services/activities which VHS should not be
 
providing that he does?
 

6. 	 What suggestions do the VDCs have to strengthen the
 
villaqe health workers effectiveness in providing
 
health care?
 

Open 	ended question
 

B. VILLAGE HEALTH WORKER TRAINING AND EFFECTIVENESS
 

1. Of those VHWs trained how many are actually function
in~gjOf those which are inactive or have guit what are 
the reasons i ven. 

a. 	 Ask the CHO, CS, LFA.
 
b. 	 Check status reports at CHS.
 
c. 	 Ask PAs at selected HCs and HPs.
 
d. 	 )sk VHWs and 'VILCs in selected VHW communities what VHW has 

d,,e 	 in the community durirg the last 2 months, what else 
d t-Ie do besides VHW activity, when did he last meet with 

2. 	 Based on the VHWs records, what types_D f cases are 
reeported and treated at the villaqe-level? How many 
cases of illness or inju-y have the VHWs not been 
parepared to treat? 

a. 	 Ask PAs, VHWs and community members i-i selected
 
commun i ties.
 

b. 	 Cxamine gH1Js clnical records. 

3. 	 Whatproporto. 	 p of the vill.age is actually usinq the 

a. 	 Check ctatus reports to asceruain population covered by VHW. 
b. 	 Examine selected VHW clinical records.
 

Ask selected VHW community members.
 c 
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4. 	 Ascertain 
whether the VHW is capable of correctly

mixing the sugar, salt, solution and the oral rehydra
tion salts for the treatmcnt of dehydration. Then,.

verify whether mothers whose children were treated by
 
the VHW can prepare the SSS mixtjre.
 

a. Ask selected VHWs what he does 
for a patient with diarrhea,
 
and how does he prepare ORS from packets and home made
 
solutions.
 

b. Ask a group of mothers in 
 each selected community same 
questions as in a. 

5. 	 Does the VHW understand the vaccination schedule 

A~sk selected VHWs why vaccinations are important, which 
diseases are prevented by vaccinations and 
when 	children
 
should be given each vaccination. 

6. 	 How many__ new ram i y_ p r.anniTq acc,tor s h ave been 
r~ep or 	ted? 

a. Ceck clinical records of selected VIWs. 
b. Ask selected VHWs if they provide family planning services,


if so how many women have received and how many have
 
continued. 

7. 	 What changes, if anv would the VHWs make in their
 
trainin q pror dm? 

Ask selectea VHWs.
 

8. 	 Is the VHW satisfied with the remuneration r_ovidedb
 
the communi ty?
 

Ask selected VHWs how they are remunerated and if they are 
satisfied with it. 

9. 	 Does the VHW effectively collaborate with 
 the Tradit
ional Birth Attendants (TBA) in the village?
 

Ask selected VHWs 
if there are any TBAs in the community
and, if so, how he works with them 

C. THE REVOLVING DRUG FUNDS 

I. 	 Of the revolvinq rJiul funds established in villa_es 
ard heal th center and _he.a thst_.how many are. 
nferat ional? 

a. 
 AsJ the County Public Health Physician.
 
b. As the County Clinic Supervisor.
 
c. i-,s- the County Fi narc-? Officer and see reports for 
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health centers and posts.
 
d. 	 Visit selected health centers and posts, meet with the
 

Pris and Health Advisory Committees and examine the RDF
 
records.
 

e. 	 Ask the PAs at selected health centers and posts about
 
the village RDFs in their area.
 

f. 	 Visit selected villages, meet with the VHW and Com
munity Health Council and examine the RDF records.
 

NOTE: Criteria used to assess whether RDFs are operational
 
are: medicine sales, cash collections, maintenance of record

keeping system, replenishment of stocks, management of stocks,
 
capital build-up, and division of responsibilities between
 

PAs/VHWs and committees.
 

2. 	 Of those which are perational, determine the amounts
 
of druqs used during an averaqe month in the rain
 
season and an average month in the dry season by type
 
of drug.
 

Examine records at county level and at selected health
 
centers, health posts and villages.
 

3. 	 What fac-tors appear to influence the success of the
 
RDFs?
 

a. 	 Ask County Public Health Physician, County Finance
 
Officer, County Clinic Supervisor and selected PAs,
 
Health Advisory Committees, VHWs, Community Health
 
Councils and traditional village leaders.
 

b. 	 Compare common features of successful and unsuccessful
 
RDFs.
 

NOTE: Areas to focus on include acceptance by villagers and by
 
traditional leaders, performance of PA/VHW and health committee/
 
council, attitude of traditional healers, ability of villagers to 

pay, -and support and supervisiour From courlty health services. 

4. 	 What chanqges_ if r _ are reoui red to 11p rove the
financial m-naq ement and repoi-tin s smc7 

a. 	 AsH Cour-ty P.biic Health Fysic 1aon, County Finance
 
Ufficer, Coun t, Clinic Eupervisor and selected PAs,
 
Health Advisory Committee members, VHWs and Community
 
Health Council i members.
 

b. 	 Examine systems.
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D. SUPERVISION
 
1. How many supervisory visits have 
 the district super

visors carried out since 
the 	VHWs were trained?
 

Assess 
 the number carried out in relation to number
 
specified in supervision plan --
 total and in relation
 
to each individual P.A.
 

2. How have frequency and reqularity of visits contributed
 
to the performance of the VHW?
 

a. 	 Does supervision occur 
on a regular basis? How often?
 
b. 	 Content of the supervisory visit: (1) what are the
 

specific set of skills 
to supervised during each visit,
 
are these 
linked to the technical norms established at
 
the central Ministry level?, 
(2) what is the procedure

for skills testing, is it linked 
 with on site "train
ing" and skills reenforcement, 
does the supervisor have
 
sufficient training 
to review these skills?, (3) what
 
are the specific administrative areas reviewed during
 
visit? 

3. Are the supervisors making effective use 
 of 	 the
 
motorcycles which were purchased under the motorcycle

Q :ch~ I a n, 

a. 	 What is the amount of down-time due to (1) mechanical
 
p-oblems -- difficulty i, obtaining spare pa-ts,

ability to pErform limited maintenance, (2) lack of
 
gasoline, (3) road conditions etc. ?
 

b. 	 Ability to maintain motorcycles after Project?
 

4. What chfanqes 
 if are re ir ed in the supervisoy_ 
mode l ? 

As the CHO, PHP, CS, MCH supervisor. PAs, VHWs. 
Information to be supplemented from responses gathered 
in questions 1-3 above. 

5. 
 How effective are the supervisors in resolvinq problems
they encounter in tn7e villaqes? Is the knowled of the
 
VHW 	adequately tested duing 
 the supervisory visit? 
Does the suervLsor accompany the 	 VHW on home visits? 

a. 	 "Clinical . . relate to the skills testing during
supervision 
 and the exte.t of on spot/in-service

training which 
 they can provide. Refer to information
 
gathered 
in section on '/HW,, specifically are they

treating conditions for which they 
are 	trained?
 

b. "Administrative" 
--- -elae to maintenance of records,
 
operation of the RDF etc.
 

c. "r.ommunicy mobilization .ssues" 
--- relating to VHW and 
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CHC
 

E. THE REFERRAL SYSTEM
 

1. 	 How many mid-level health personnel are now trained and
 
functioning compared to the beginning of the project?
 

a. Check original project documents, mid-term evaluation report
 
and status reports. 

b. Ask CHO, CS, LTA. 
C:. Interview mid-level health personnel at selected HCs and 

HPs. 

2. 	 Based on healthpost and health center records before
 
and after the training of VHWs determine whether an
 
increasing proportion of certain common illnesses and
 
injuries are being treated at the villag level rather
 
than at the health posts and health centers.
 

Check records at selected HCs and HPs and in selected VHW
 
communities.
 

3. 	 What is the total number of referrals that the VHWs
 
sent to the health post or health center?
 

Check records at selected HCs and HPs and in selected VHW
 
communities and ask VHWs.
 

4. 	 Using baseline information from the Westinghouse Survey
 
and the EPI coverage surveys determine whether vaccina
tion coverage rates increased, decreased or remained
 
the same since the beginning of the project? Has there
 
been an increase in the use of oral rehydration salts?
 

Check Westinghouse and EPI survey records.
 

5. 	 Particularly in Grand Gedeh County, has the project
 
effectively used ELRZ to convey health education
 
messages, to announce clinic schedules and supervisory
 
v is itAs?
 

Check station records and discuss with CHOs, LTAs, CSs,
 
selected PAs and selected VDCs and community members as to
 
the source of health education messages: immunizations,

"runny stomach" and nutrition etc.
 

F. DECENTRALIZATION
 

1. 	 Is there evidence of support nd cjnation of
 

Lecentralized activities at the county level?
 

a. W a decisions has the central government (central Ministry
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level) taken which facilitates "local decision-making under
 
central guidelines?"
 

b. 	 What activities has the central government (central Ministry
 
level) taken to provide support and guidance to the counties
 
in carrying out county level operations - program planninc
 
activities, setting of clinical and technical standards,
 
evaluations, provision of technical assistance etc.?
 

2. 	 How well is the county drug supply and distribution
 
system operating from the central warehouses in Zwedru
 
and Greenville?
 

a. 	 Examine the county level records of drug supply
 
movements and storage.
 

b. 	 Check at selected health centers and posts to see if
 
supplies are received as ordered and in a timely
 
fashion.
 

c. 	 Assess central warehouse management in terms of
 
planning, purchasing, storage and distribution.
 

3. 	 How successful is the iiiplementation of the other seven
 
systems?
 

For each of the seven systems assess which of the basic
 
components have been implemented, and the degree to
 
which they are effectively being used.
 

q. 	 What is the likelihood that the manaoements'stems
 

designed by theprgject will be institutionalized? 

a. For each system: (1) do the persons fulfilling critical 
positions possess an understanding of the full scope of 
the system and responsibilities of the position they 
fill, (2) are they adequately trained to carry out the 
tasks which they presently fulfill, (3) is there a 
source of suoervisiori and access to necessary skills 
reenforcement, (4) is there a source of supervision and 
training for additional skills which would be required 
under an fully implemented system. 

b. Continuity of personnel 
c. Availability of resources (financial and human) to 

maintain systems. 

G. FINANCIAL VIABILITY OF THE VHW PROGRAM
 

1. 	 Usingavailable data estimate the incremental capital
 
and recurrent costs for the following cateqories of the
 
county-level VHW _roqram: traininq for supervisor
 

personnel and VHWs, sp!er_vi_sion._facilty mainten, nce
 
and 	suplies.
 

a. 	 Examine historical records and future forecasts and
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budgets and discuss with county and central management
 

staff.
 

2. 	 Based on the results from this analysis, what is the
 

likelihood that the GOL will be able to \ replicate this
 

model in other counties?
 

Exami..e GOL economic forecasts, Ministry of Health 

budget forecasts and discuss with project central 

management staff and senior Ministry of Health off

icials. 

H. GENERAL
 

1. 	 Considering the progress to date, problems encountered 

and the remaininq time and budget, are the project's 

gIs and objectives attainable by August 1988? 

a. 	 Obtain forecasts of attainable project outputs from
 

senior leve.l county staff and assess them in the light
 
of progress to date.
 

b. 	 Discuss with senior Ministry of Health officials
 
commitment of GOL to providing necessary inputs.
 

c. 	 Examine budgets and discuss with county and central
 

level project staff and representatives of funding
 
agencies.
 

2. 	 What are the priorities for activities to be completed
 

bythe end of the_ proiect?
 

Based on an assessment of the information obtained in
 
sections A through HI.
 



G-RND GEDEH COUNTY 
HEALTH FAC IL IT I ES WI TI I CHIUFCC-Y ANII HU.IMBFI, OF 

GBERPO DISTRICT 


1'anweaken HC 

Killepo liP 

Jarkaken HP 

2. WEBBO DISTRICT
 

Sarbo HC 

Juwelpo HP 

Jayprolken HP 

Jimmiville HP 


3. TCHIIEN DISTRICT 

Niabo HP 

Zia Town HP 
Tuzon HP 


4- GBARZON DI_,TRC.T 

Zleh Toun HC 
Toe Town HP 

. Polar HP 

5. KONOBO DISTRICT 

- ZiaLoun HC 
Glio HP 

- Putu HP 

TOTAL 


P: I)1-WINNEL 

TRAINED
 
PA CM LPN DRESSER II A CHW 

2 1 x 
 4
 
I x x 1 
 x 2
 
1 X 
 l1 2
 

1 1 3 1 3
 
1 x x 1 
 2
 
I x X 1 
 3
 
1 1 X 
 1
 

1 x 1 2 
 1 3
 
1 : x 1 2 3
 
1 x 
 x x x
 

I 1 x 1 
 1 3
 
1 1 x X 1 4
 
1 x x 1 
 1
 

2 1 x 
 x 4
 
1 X x x 2
 

1 X x 
 1 2
 

18 8 
 39
 



S] n1- COUNTY
II-AL.TH &:IL I FI TH -1CFIIGIIPY AND NUMBER 

1. PYNE 	 TOWN DISTRICI PA I'm LPN 

Pyne lowjri HC 1 1 x 
l.c,orl3,:bardee Hr' 1 >f 

2. JUARZON DLITPVI-:l 

Plzind1,l.cI:to HI: 2 1 
Tanriel !.Neah Tow.,n HP I x 1 
Gent roh HP 1 x 

3. KPANYAN DISTRICT 

Tubma,vii 1 HC 1 1 
But.aw lip I X x 
Paaridmia Ii 1 X X 
e jll 1..' f' 	 X e. i 1 

S,.iJor Toi IP I x X 
Le:xincton liP 2 x x 

4. 	 DUGBE PIVER IISTPICI 

KwuLaijutr, HP 2 x 

5. JREDAE JRA[PII 

Slyeor .eI.:erj H: 1 x x 

Jar V.o er, HIP 	 X 1 
TOTAL 16 3 2 

13 HealL, Pcst- .- r-e stc, 1-ed byi dressers only. 

- Supervision of Lht- 3 CHWts shared by the two health facilities 

OF PEPISONNEL 

DRESSER 


X 


1 

1 
x 
x 


x 
X 

x 

x 


XX 


X 


TRRINED 
TBA CHW 

1 ( 3 

1 3 
2 1 

1 

x 2 
x 3 
X X 
x I 
x 2 
3 x 

5 

2 

x x 
23 


